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Abstract

Soil erosion by water is a major driven force causing land degradation. Laboratory experiments, on-site field study, and suspended sediments measurements were major fundamental approaches to study the mechanisms of soil water erosion and to quantify the erosive losses during rain events. The experimental research faces the challenge to extent the result to a wider spatial scale. Soil water erosion modeling provides possible solutions for scaling problems in erosion research, and is of principal importance to better understanding the governing processes of water erosion. However, soil water erosion models were considered to have limited value in practice. Uncertainties in hydrological simulations are among the reasons that hindering the development of water erosion model. Hydrological models gained substantial improvement recently and several water erosion models took advantages of the improvement of hydrological models. It is crucial to know the impact of changes in hydrological processes modeling on soil erosion simulation.

This dissertation work first described the development of an erosion modeling tool (GEOtopSed) that takes advantage of the comprehensive hydrological model (GEOtop). The newly created tool was then tested and evaluated at an experimental watershed. The GEOtopSed model showed its ability to estimate multi-year soil erosion rate with varied hydrological conditions. To investigate the impact of different
hydrological representations on soil erosion simulation, a 11-year simulation experiment was conducted for six models with varied configurations. The results were compared at varied temporal and spatial scales to highlight the roles of hydrological feedbacks on erosion. Models with simplified hydrological representations showed agreement with GEOtopSed model on long temporal scale (longer than annual). This result led to an investigation for erosion simulation at different rainfall regimes to check whether models with different hydrological representations have agreement on the soil water erosion responses to the changing climate. Multi-year ensemble simulations with different extreme precipitation scenarios were conducted at seven climate regions. The differences in erosion simulation results showed the influences of hydrological feedbacks which cannot be seen by purely rainfall driven method.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Soil erosion by water is a major driven force causing land degradation. Bakker et al. (2004; 2005) suggested 10cm of soil loss would result in 4% yield reduction and Tenberg et al. (1998) found bare soil’s production ‘half-life’ is 10-16 times less than mulch covered soil due to erosion. Globally, 42.8% of the world’s land are affected by water erosion (Reich et al., 1999). According to the United States Department of Agriculture’s National Resource Conservation Service (NRCS, 2010), in 2007, 99 million acres of land (28% of all cropland) were eroding above soil loss tolerance rates in the US (1-5 tons/acre per year). There were 0.96 billion tons of soil loss due to water erosion in US in 2007.

Laboratory experiments, on-site field study, and suspended sediments measurements were major fundamental approaches to study the mechanisms of soil water erosion and to quantify the erosive losses during rain events. It is challenging to extrapolate the results from laboratory experiments and plot scale observations to a watershed or regional scale (Boardman, 2006). Suspended sediments concentration observation at outlet of a watershed could not be disaggregated into distributed soil loss within the whole watershed (Walling, 1983). Suspended sediment yield is difficult to be used to estimate erosion due to the variability of sediment delivery ratio associating with different temporal and spatial scales (Boardman, 2006).
Given all the challenges that experimental studies face, soil water erosion modeling provides possible solutions for scaling problems in erosion research, and is of principal importance to better understanding the governing processes of water erosion (de Vente and Poesen, 2005). Soil water erosion models are trying to predict the soil losses from land surface with hydrological forces acting on. The relation between soil losses and the driven forces can be described either by empirical regression functions (Wischmeier and Smith, 1960) or by description of the physical processes such as raindrop impact, flow shear stress, and settling of suspended sediments (Bagnold, 1966). Dozens of soil water erosion models were developed following the aforementioned two paths (Williams, 1975; Wischmeier and Smith, 1978; Knisel, 1980; Laflen et al., 1991; Renard et al., 1991; DeRoo et al., 1996; Morgan et al., 1998; Arnold and Fohrer, 2005; Heppner et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2013).

However, water erosion models were “of limited value in the real as opposed to the academic world” (Boardman, 2006). The reasons hindering the practical usage of erosion models include difficulties of acquiring data, the uncertainties from hydrological simulations, and the inherent uncertainties of erosion model itself. Thanks to the improvements that hydrological models gained in recent years, it is possible to investigate the uncertainties of soil erosion modeling caused from hydrological simulations by integrating erosion module into a comprehensive hydrological model. Heppner et al. (2006) and Kim and Lee (2013) made progresses towards this direction.
Given the necessity and possibility, the broad goal of this work is to investigate:

1) what is the performance of a comprehensive hydrological model with an erosion module? 2) how is aforementioned model configuration different with other erosion models with relatively simple hydrological representations? 3) what are the implications of the model applications for long term erosion predictions, such as climate change impacts, when taking account for the impact of hydrological processes on soil erosion processes? Future research directions towards soil erosion field and modeling studies are proposed by this work based on the investigation results of the three questions.

1.2 Hydrological processes and soil water erosion

Soil water erosion processes can be divided into raindrop detachment, detachment and deposition in inter-rill area/rills, and sediments transport in overland flow, rills, and channels (Figure 1-1). To accurate describe/predict soil water erosion processes, properly quantify the forces acting on the land surface and describe the land surface characteristics are crucial. The impact from raindrops and shear stress of the overland flow are two major forces causing soil detachment. The sediment transport and deposition processes are closely related to the hydrological state of surface flow. Thus the soil erosion processes are closely related to hydrological processes.
Figure 1-1 Demonstration of soil erosion processes on a hillslope. Source: (Hagen and Foster, 1990)

Various experimental studies show the impacts on soil erosion processes from varied hydrological states and processes. Rainfall, evapotranspiration, interception, infiltration, soil storage, and groundwater are all controlling variables of water erosion processes (Cook, 1937). Spatial and temporal variability of rainfall would influence runoff (Singh, 1997), soil moisture (Liu and Namkhai, 2000), and erosion rate (Kinnell, 2005; Bookhagen and Strecker, 2012). Changes of evapotranspiration losses can result in increase of water available for stream flow and meanwhile increase in soil loss (Croft and Monninger, 1953). Canopy interception can change the kinetic energy of rainfall drops (Vis, 1986), as well as redistribute rainfall (Cao et al., 2008), thus impact the splash detachment processes (Noble and Morgan, 1983; Brandt, 1988; Calder, 2001). Infiltration was found to highly correlated to total soil loss (Miller and Baharuddin, 1986). Soil moisture was found not only correlated to infiltration (Philip, 1957) and runoff generation processes (Henninger et al., 1976; Meyles et al., 2003; Penna et al., 2011), but
also soil physical characteristics such as aggregation stability (Haynes and Swift, 1990), thermodynamics (Edlefsen and Anderson, 1943), albedo (Idso et al., 1975), and etc. Therefore it is a key component influencing erosion processes on both forces and object, which is also found highly correlated to soil loss by a number of studies (Luk, 1985; Fitzjohn et al., 1998; Poesen et al., 1999; Wei et al., 2007; Ziadat and Taimeh, 2013). Surface runoff as one of the direct driving forces of soil detachment and sediment transport, is investigated at varied hydrologic regimes for the erosion study. Changes in connectivity of bare, runoff-generating areas, changes in runoff characteristics, and changes in capacity of the runoff to detach, entrain and transport sediment led to a nonlinear trajectory of erosion rates over the transition from grassland to shrubland (Turnbull et al., 2010). A bimodal dominant discharge for suspended sediment transport was found in semi-arid areas, with one peak in the range of low flows and high flow for the other. Effective discharge was found to be significantly different across experimental basin (Ma et al., 2010). Study showed that surface erosion was correlate to groundwater level when the level is shallow (Rockwell, 2002).

In general, it is evident that hydrological processes can impact soil erosion directly and indirectly. To better understanding the mechanics of soil erosion and sediment transport and to improve the performance of water erosion models, a comprehensive perspective towards hydrological processes is required, according to aforementioned experimental studies.
1.3 Hydrological processes representations in soil erosion and sediment transport models

The effort of quantitatively estimating soil losses caused by water erosion started in 1940s (Musgrave, 1947; Smith and Whitt, 1948). The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) developed by Wischmeier and Smith (1960) and its descendants RUSLE (Renard et al., 1991), MUSLE (Williams, 1975) are the most used empirical water erosion model frames. These soil water erosion models use rainfall or runoff erosivity, soil erodibility, and other regression factors to predict the total amount of soil loss in the area of interest. Rainfall or runoff erosivity is the major driving force that causes soil water erosion. The soil loss was found correlated to rainfall erosivity \( R_r \), which is related to rainfall kinetic energy \( E \) and maximum rainfall intensity \( I_{30} \) (Wischmeier and Smith, 1958; Wischmeier, 1959):

\[
R_r = E \cdot I_{30}.
\]  

(1.1)

Equation (1.1) was then adopted in USLE, RUSLE based models. The rainfall erosivity simplifies the representation of hydrological processes that causing soil water erosion. Only rainfall records are needed for erosivity calculation. The impact of hydrological processes of flow generation, flow propagation, and other related processes on soil erosion were estimated with regression factors. No explicit representations were required for erosion estimation using rainfall erosivity method.
The runoff erosivity \((R_q)\) is similar to rainfall erosivity, but the peak flow rate\((q_{\text{peak}})\) and surface runoff volume \((Q)\) are used to estimate the runoff erosivity:

\[
R_q = 11.8 \left( Q \cdot q_{\text{peak}} \right)^{0.56}.
\] (1.2)

Models adopted runoff erosivity method are required to convert precipitation to runoff volume and rate, thus certain levels of hydrological representations are necessary. Different means were seen for runoff erosivity based erosion models to estimate the runoff volume and rate. One of the most popular methods to estimate the volume of surface runoff for a given rainfall event is the Soil Conservation Service Curve Number (SCS-CN) method (SCS, 1972). Curve number method is a method with simple parameters that computes flow volume for a storm:

\[
Q = \frac{(P - I_a)^2}{P - I_a + S}
\] (1.3)

where \(P\) is rainfall, \(I_a\) is initial absorption, and \(S\) includes all other loss. Curve number was used to account for the variation in runoff generation processes caused by different land surface conditions. The appropriateness of using this empirical based approximation of runoff generation process in erosion model was questioned by some researchers (Garen and Moore, 2005).

Physically based soil erosion models were aimed to quantify soil loss with more detailed recognition of erosion processes. Rainfall detachment, rill/inter-rill erosion, and sediment transport processes were described in several physically based models (Smith
et al., 1995; DeRoo et al., 1996; Morgan et al., 1998). All physically based water erosion models were taking advantage of more detailed representations for hydrological processes in order to simulate the mass and momentum balance of suspended sediment. The runoff generation processes is a crucial part for physically based water erosion models. Some of the erosion models were integrated into physically based hydrological model (Wicks and Bathurst, 1996; Morgan et al., 1998; Heppner et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2013), the others contains a relatively detailed description of the runoff generation processes themselves (Laflen et al., 1991; DeRoo et al., 1996; Arnold and Fohrer, 2005) or use outputs from hydrological models for erosion calculation (Morgan et al., 1999). Among all those models, Heppner et al. (2006) made significant headway in this direction by coupling sediment processes within an integrated hydrologic model, InHM (VanderKwaak and Loague, 2001). It is to be noted that InHM solves subsurface flow using the variably saturated 3D-Richards equation, while surface flow is simulated using diffusion wave approximation of St. Venant equation. Another notable effort in this direction was by Kim et al., (2013), who coupled sediment processes within a hydrologic and hydrodynamic model tRIBS-OFM. The model uses a gravity-dominated formulation (Cabral et al., 1992) to simulate vadose zone flow and a quasi-3D Boussinesq's equation under the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions to simulate groundwater flow (Ivanov et al., 2004). These two models not only have the state of art representations of infiltration and runoff generation processes, but also make effort in
the direction of investigating the dynamic role of antecedent conditions and subsurface heterogeneity on erosion.

The one of the major recent developments of water erosion models is the description of hydrological processes. With more comprehensive representation of hydrological processes, the water erosion models are able to simulate erosion at event scale with the estimation of raindrop impact and flow shear stress based on rainfall rate, flow volume, and flow rate. How would these developments influence water erosion modeling needs to be investigated.

1.4 Long Term Soil Water Erosion Model Applications

Models with different detail levels are aimed to solve erosion problem for varied temporal and space scales (Figure 1-2). de Vente and Poesen (2005) reviewed some of the most used erosion models, and concluded that the physically based erosion models with detailed representations of hydrological processes are mainly applied at hillslopes and events scales. While the empirical erosion models, which are aimed for average erosion states for larger temporal and spatial scales, such as basins and multi-years. One of the obstacles that hinders physically based model to be utilized at larger temporal and spatial scales is the demanding for computation power. However, the limitation on hardware is going to be reduced as the technology develops. Another limitation for some of the physically based models is that they did not include enough details of subsurface water movement and water loss caused by evapotranspiration. As a result,
the antecedent condition is treated as a calibration factor (Knisel, 1980; Laflen et al., 1991). This limits the long term applications of these models.

![Diagram of different model types with respect to scale, input requirements and kind of output. Source: (de Vente and Poesen, 2005)](image)

**Figure 1-2** Comparison of different model types with respect to scale, input requirements and kind of output. Source: (de Vente and Poesen, 2005)

Empirical models, on the other hand, are designed for long term application (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978; Renard et al., 1991). The concept of rainfall erosive is to reflect the average soil loss rate to the rainfall energy and intensity (Wischmeier and Smith, 1958). Both USLE and RUSLE are recommended to be used for long term average soil loss estimation. Without explicit representations of hydrological processes, empirical models were not able to capture transient variations of erosion processes, which are highly related to antecedent conditions. Thus empirical models have limit application.
for events scale. Even though empirical models were designed for estimating long term average soil loss rate, the simplified hydrological processes in models make them incapable to capture the changes of soil loss rate if the hydrological feedbacks changes at long term scale.

With recent effort of physically based erosion model developments (Heppner et al., 2006; Kim and Lee, 2013), it is possible for physically based models simulating erosion beyond events scale. These newly developed models enhanced the representations of hydrological processes thus extended their ability for tracking antecedent conditions by simulations of soil moisture dynamics, energy balances, and surface-subsurface water interactions. This allows us to investigate the role of hydrological feedbacks on long term soil water erosion.

1.5 Chapter overviews

Following these guidelines, this dissertation work first created an erosion modeling tool (GEOtopSed) that takes advantage of the comprehensive hydrological model (GEOtop). The newly created tool was tested at an experimental watershed. The performance of the model is evaluated, especially the role of antecedent condition on soil erosion simulation (Chapter 2). After the newly developed tool showed its ability to estimate multi-year soil erosion rate with varied hydrological conditions, the tool was used to compare with erosion models with different hydrological representations. A 11-year simulation was conducted for each of the selected models. The results were
compared at varied temporal and spatial scales to highlight the roles of hydrological feedbacks on erosion (Chapter 3). The differences in model hydrological representations led to an investigation for erosion simulation at different rainfall regimes. Multi-year ensemble simulations with different extreme precipitation scenarios were conducted at seven selected locations. The impacts of hydrological feedbacks on soil erosion were investigated by comparing the simulation results to purely changes caused by rainfall patterns. The differences in erosion simulation results showed the influences of hydrological feedbacks which cannot be seen by erosivity method (Chapter 4). In Chapter 5, the major results and limitations of this work were summarized and future work suggestions were proposed.
2 Simulating the spatio-temporal dynamics of soil erosion, deposition, and yield using a coupled sediment dynamics and 3D distributed hydrologic model

This chapter is a modified version of the journal article currently under review in Environmental Modeling and Software with the reference:

Tan Zi, Mukesh Kumar, Gerard Kiely, Ciaran Lewis, John Albertson, Simulating the spatio-temporal dynamics of soil erosion, deposition, and yield using a coupled sediment dynamics and 3D distributed hydrologic model (in review after major revision), Environmental Modeling and Software.

2.1 Introduction

Soil erosion by rainfall and overland flow is a widespread threat to soil fertility and water quality. Accurate estimation of soil loss and its spatial distribution is often needed for pollutant risk analyses, reservoir management, agriculture productivity forecasts, and soil and water conservation. In this regard, several distributed models have been developed to obtain erosion estimates (DeRoo et al., 1996; Wicks and Bathurst, 1996; Morgan et al., 1998; Hessell, 2005; Jain et al., 2005; de Vente et al., 2008). Notably, majority of distributed erosion-deposition models e.g., WEPP, EUROSEM etc., consider simplistic representations of vertical and lateral subsurface water flow, and often do not account for the lateral subsurface water movement, or the coupled dynamic interactions between vadose zone and the groundwater table, or the evolution of soil
moisture and groundwater with evapotranspiration. Given that the detachment, transport, and deposition of soil are dominantly influenced by the velocity and volume of overland flow (Julien and Simons, 1985), which in turn may be influenced by antecedent soil moisture conditions (Legates et al., 2011; Penna et al., 2011; Jost et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014; Hueso-González et al., 2015), subsurface heterogeneity (Lewis et al., 2012; Ghimire et al., 2013; Orchard et al., 2013; Zimmermann et al., 2013; Niu et al., 2014; Tao and Barros, 2014), and groundwater distribution (Kumar et al., 2009; Miguez-Macho and Fan, 2012; Rosenberg et al., 2013; Safeeq et al., 2014; von Freyberg et al., 2015), it is important to consider the coupled impacts of antecedent hydrologic states (soil moisture and groundwater distribution) and subsurface hydrogeologic properties on sediment generation and yield. Failing to do so may limit the applicability of these models to a few events (Hessel et al., 2006; Mati et al., 2006; Ramsankaran et al., 2013) or to regimes where the dynamic role of antecedent conditions and subsurface heterogeneity on erosion are not large enough. Heppner et al. (2006) made significant headway in this direction by coupling sediment processes within an integrated hydrologic model, InHM (VanderKwaak and Loague, 2001). The study specifically evaluated the rainfall splash erosion component of the model on a 6 m by 2.4 m plot. Heppner et al. (2007) used the same model to perform sediment-transport simulations for six events in a 0.1 km2 rangeland catchment. It is to be noted that InHM solves subsurface flow using the variably saturated 3D-Richards equation, while surface flow is
simulated using diffusion wave approximation of St. Venant equation. Equations corresponding to these coupled processes are spatially discretized using a control volume finite element strategy on each unstructured grid. A global implicit solver is used to perform the simulation. Another notable effort in this direction was by Kim et al., (2013), who coupled sediment processes within a hydrologic and hydrodynamic model tRIBS-OFM and validated their model against analytical solutions. Similar to InHM, tRIBS-OFM is also an unstructured grid based model. The model uses a gravity-dominated formulation (Cabral et al., 1992) to simulate vadose zone flow and a quasi-3D Boussinesq’s equation under the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions to simulate groundwater flow (Ivanov et al., 2004). The model was used to evaluate sediment yield simulations for 10 events in a 0.036 km² Lucky Hills watershed located in southeastern Arizona, USA. Development of these physically-based integrated models of hydrology and sediment dynamics has opened new opportunities, especially in regards to understanding the impact of the hydrologic state on spatio-temporal distribution of erosion, deposition and yield. Notably, the aforementioned two models are not open-source.

Here, we develop an open-source, spatially-explicit, structured-grid based, sediment erosion/deposition module for a 3D surface-subsurface hydrologic model, GEOtop (Rigon et al., 2006; Endrizzi et al., 2014), and evaluate its applicability in explaining the sediment yield dynamics. Similar to InHM (Heppner et al., 2007), the
GEOtop model also solves subsurface flow using the variably saturated 3D-Richards equation, while surface flow is simulated using kinematic wave approximation of St. Venant equation. The sediment dynamics model developed here takes advantage of the GEOtop simulated distributed hydrological states such as moisture content, surface flow depth, and flow velocity. The model accounts for the influence of spatial heterogeneities in land surface characteristics, subsurface hydrogeology, and antecedent conditions in the generation of overland flow, and hence on the erosion and deposition of sediment in the catchment. The model developed here was applied on a much larger catchment (area = 15 km²) and for a longer period (simulation duration = 2 years) than in Heppner et al. (2007) and Kim et al. (2013), allowing validation of the coupled model for extended wet and dry periods. The coupled model is then used synergistically with the observed data to answer four pointed questions: a) Is the performance of the GEOtopSed model for simulating SSY, dependent on the flow regime and the model’s ability to capture streamflow response? b) Does the daily suspended sediment yield (SSY) from the watershed vary monotonically with precipitation amount and energy? If not, does the hydrologic response of the watershed has a role to play in the departure from monotonic relation? c) Does the simulated source/sink area of sediments vary spatially from one event to other? If yes, is the variation driven by hydrologic state, specifically the surface soil saturation state? and d) To what extent does the linear relation between erosion and the slope-length factor (product of specific catchment area and slope), which is often
used in USLE-based model representations (e.g. USLE (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978), RUSLE (Renard et al., 1991), RUSLE2 (Foster et al., 2005)), hold for GeoTopSed simulated states and fluxes?

2.2 Process Formulation, Model Implementation, and Verification

2.2.1 The GEOtop model: A short review

The open-source GEOtop model (Rigon et al., 2006) is process based and simulates core hydrological processes such as unsaturated flow, saturated flow, overland flow, stream flow generation/routing, and surface energy balances. Overland flow modeling is performed using the kinematic wave approximation of St. Venant equation while subsurface flow and soil moisture simulations are performed by solving a variably-saturated representation of 3D Richards equation. By solving the Richards equation, GEOtop model can simulate the surface runoff generation processes due to both infiltration excess and saturation excess, and can also redistribute the sub-surface water both laterally and vertically, as determined by the head gradient. The model has been extensively tested and validated in Bertoldi (2004). The water and energy balance calculations in GEOtop were recently refined to account for soil freezing and thawing effects (Endrizzi et al., 2014). In summary, with detailed water and energy balance modules, GEOtop can provide accurate simulations of evapotranspiration and soil
moisture dynamics (Bertoldi et al., 2014; Della Chiesa et al., 2014), given adequate watershed data. By simulating coupled hydrologic states (e.g. surface flow depth, soil moisture and groundwater) on each grid of the model domain, the model is well suited to study the influence of watershed properties and subsurface states on spatially-distributed runoff, an important control on erosion, at multiple scales. Furthermore, as an open source software (http://www.geotop.org/wordpress/), the GEOtop model provides a complete hydrological model framework with ease for extensions. One such example is the incorporation of landslide occurrence prediction within the GEOtop framework by Simoni et al. (2008).

2.2.2 Process formulation of the sediment dynamics model

The sediment dynamics model developed here takes advantage of the GEOtop simulated distributed hydrological states such as moisture content, surface flow depth, and flow velocity. Here we only highlight the aspects of the model that are most relevant to the sediment erosion, deposition and transport modeling. Readers may refer to GEOtop model papers (Rigon et al., 2006; Endrizzi et al., 2014) to learn more about the individual process representations.

GEOtop simulates soil moisture in each subsurface layer by solving the 3D Richards equation:

\[
(C(H)\phi + S_w S_s) \frac{\partial H}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (-K \nabla H) + S_w = 0
\]  

(2.1)
where $d\theta$ is the rate of change of moisture content within a control volume, $K$ [m s$^{-1}$] is the hydraulic conductivity, $H$ [m] is the sum of pressure and potential head, and $S_w$ is the source/sink mass flux [s$^{-1}$], $S_s$ is the specific storage coefficient [m$^{-1}$], $\phi$ is porosity [-], and $C(H)$ is the specific moisture capacity function.

Surface overland flow is routed along the flow direction using kinematic wave approximation of the Saint-Venant equation represented as:

$$\frac{\partial h}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial q}{\partial x} = q_L$$

(2.2)

where $h$ is depth of overland flow [m], $x$ is a local coordinate system oriented along the flow direction [m]; $q$ is flow rate per unit width [m$^2$ s$^{-1}$], and $q_L$ is vertical inflow or outflow rate (to the surface water) per unit area [m s$^{-1}$]. The flow direction is defined along the line of steepest downslope head gradient between the grid and its eight neighbors. The overland flow equation is coupled to the continuity equation of sediment transport at each time step using:

$$\frac{\partial hC}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial qC}{\partial x} = E_x$$

(2.3)

where $C$ is sediment concentration in the overland flow within each cell [kg m$^{-3}$], and $E_x$ is the exchange rate of sediment per unit surface area [kg m$^2$ s$^{-1}$] at the interface of soil and water. $E_x$ is composed of three major mechanisms: rainfall splash detachment ($D_R$), flow detachment ($D_F$) and deposition ($D_P$), as:
\[ E_x = D_R + D_F - D_P . \] (2.4)

\[ D_R [\text{kg} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}] \text{ is approximated by DeRoo et al. (1996):} \]

\[ D_R = (0.1033 \frac{Ke}{\zeta} e^{-1.48h} + 3.58) \cdot I \] (2.5)

where \( \zeta \) is soil cohesion [kPa], \( Ke \) is rainfall kinetic energy \([\text{J} \text{ m}^2 \text{ mm}^{-1}]\), and \( I \) is the precipitation intensity \([\text{mm} \text{ h}^{-1}]\). \( D_F \) and \( D_P \) \([\text{kg} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}]\) are related to transport capacity \( (T_c) \) based on the erosion-deposition theory proposed by Smith et al. (1995a):

\[ D_F = (T_c - C) \cdot y \cdot v_s \] (2.6)

\[ D_P = (T_c - C) \cdot v_s \] (2.7)

where \( y \) is an efficiency coefficient that is a function of soil cohesion (DeRoo et al., 1996), and \( v_s \) is settling velocity of the particles \([\text{m} \text{ s}^{-1}]\). The dependence of soil cohesion on soil moisture (Bullock et al., 1988) and root tensile strength (Wu et al., 1979) is captured using:

\[ \zeta_s = \left( \frac{\theta}{\theta_s} \right)^2 \zeta_{ss} \] (2.8)

\[ \zeta_{add} = 1.2 \ast R_S \] (2.9)
$$\zeta = \zeta_{add} + \zeta_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

where \(\zeta_{s}, \zeta_{ss}, \zeta_{add}\) are bare soil cohesion, saturated bare soil cohesion and additional cohesion by roots respectively, \(\theta\) and \(\theta_s\) are the soil moisture and saturated soil moisture contents respectively, and \(R_s\) is the root total tensile strength [kPa]. The transport capacity is based on the experiments conducted by Govers (1990):

$$T_c = a(\omega - \omega_{cr})^b \cdot \rho$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

where \(\omega\) is the unit stream power \([\text{m s}^{-1}]\) (Yang, 1972), \(\omega_{cr}\) is the critical power that initiates flow detachment of soil particles \([\text{m s}^{-1}]\), \(\rho\) is the density of soil particles \([\text{kg m}^{-3}]\), and \(a\) and \(b\) are empirical parameters related to soil particle size.

The sediment mass balance in each stream channel reach was calculated using:

$$\frac{\partial h_c C_c}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial q_c C_c}{\partial x} = I_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

where \(q_c\) is the discharge per unit width in channel \([\text{m s}^{-1}]\), \(h_c\) is the water depth of channel \([\text{m}]\), \(C_c\) is sediment concentration in channel \([\text{kg m}^{-3}]\), and \(I_n\) is the sediment exchange rate per unit area between adjacent land cells and the channel cell \([\text{kg m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}]\).

The suspended sediment yield (SSY) \([\text{kg}]\) at the outlet of the catchment was the integration of suspended sediments over the period of interest:

$$SSY = \int Q_{oi} C_{oi} dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)
where \( Q_{ol} \) is the discharge rate at outlet \([\text{m}^3 \text{s}^{-1}]\), \( C_{ol} \) is the sediment concentration at the outlet cell \([\text{kg m}^{-3}]\) and \( dt \) is an hourly integration time step. The period of integration in the ensuing analyses varied from hourly to annual scale and has been appropriately identified at relevant locations.

### 2.2.3 Model Implementation

The GEOtop model first solves the finite difference discretization of 3D Richards equation (equation (2.1)) using Bi-conjugate gradient stabilized method (Vorst, 1992). An absolute numerical tolerance of \(10^{-4} \text{ mm}\) is used for ensure water balance. This requires performing simulations at an adaptive time-step with time intervals generally ranging from minutes to hours. After solving the 3D Richards equation, \( H \) in the top layer is used to calculate the head gradient for estimation of infiltration/exfiltration flux in equations (2.1) and (2.2), at a user defined interval (hourly in this study). Finite difference discretization of the surface flow, channel routing, and sediment transport equations (equations (2.2), (2.3), and (2.12)) are then solved altogether using a forward explicit Euler method. To ensure stability, Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition is used. The Courant number is set to 0.25. If the CFL condition is not satisfied, the time step is reduced by 75% adaptively until it gets satisfied. Although the integrated model simulations are performed using an adaptive time-stepping scheme, the model outputs are printed at constant intervals.
2.2.4 Model verification at plot scale

GEOtopSed was first evaluated on a soil flume setup discussed in Ran et al. (2012). The setup included a rainfall simulator, a tilted soil flume, an overland flow collector, and a set of soil water content monitor devices. The rainfall simulator was used to generate rain events of varying intensity, duration, moving direction, rainfall position, and no-rainfall interval. The size of the soil flume was 5 m long by 1 m wide. In the flume, a 30 cm thick soil layer with a fixed slope of 25°, and containing 13% clay, 58% silt, and 29% sand was set on top of a 5 cm thick sand layer. Surface runoff and sediment were collected at the end of the soil flume in a metal container placed slightly below the soil surface. All other boundaries of the soil flume were impermeable. Readers are referred to Ran et al. (2012) to learn more about the experimental setup. The model simulations were performed on a grid discretization with a resolution of 1m x 1m x 10cm in x, y and z directions. The model results were output at 3 minutes interval in this experiment.

Out of 33 rainfall scenario experiments discussed in Ran et al. (2012), here we summarize the results for three scenarios (No.10, No.14, and No.18) with markedly different rainfall intensities (Table 2-1). For scenario 10 (Figure 2-1) which included rain events of highest rainfall intensity (> 80 mm/h) and shortest duration among the three selected scenarios, the model was able to capture the observed timing of both flow and SSC peaks. Observed flow peaks were also captured accurately. Further analyses of
simulation results suggest that a smaller runoff peak for the first event, even though the
duration and intensity of all the precipitation events were almost identical, was because
of drier antecedent soil moisture conditions in the top soil layer. Once the moisture
deficit of top layer is fulfilled, additional precipitation contributes to infiltration-excess
runoff even while the lower soil layers are not yet saturated. Since the second event
occurred only 0.25 hours after the first one, the top soil layer was still near saturation
resulting in a larger runoff peak than the first event. For later events, several model cells
were fully saturated i.e. all vertical layers were saturated, indicating that both
infiltration-excess and saturation-excess processes played a role in generation of runoff
peaks for these events. The model was also able to capture the relatively smaller runoff
peak magnitude in scenarios 14 and 18 due to the reduced intensity of events. Overall,
the timing of simulated SSC peaks also matched the peak in observed records. For
scenario 10, the model was able to capture the magnitude and the decreasing trend in
SSC for events 2 to 5. The first simulated SSC peak was however underestimated.
Analyses of simulated states suggest that the decreasing trend in SSC may be explained
based on the combined effects of increase in flow volume which reduces SSC, reduction
in sediment generation with small decrease in peak flow, and an increase in soil
cohesion with increasing soil moisture which impedes sediment generation. For scenario
14, the model was again able to capture the decreasing trend in SSC for the four events.
In scenario 18, the SSC was measured only for two events as the first precipitation pulse
did not generate any response. The model captured the magnitude of runoff peak corresponding to the third event, but underestimated for the second event. It is to be noted that the runoff generated for the second event is negligible and SSC estimates are very sensitive at these magnitudes.

Table 2-1 Summary of plot experiment. The experiment data are from Ran et al. (2012). Numbers in the parenthesis are simulation results from GEOtopSed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario No.</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Rainfall intensity (mm/h)</th>
<th>Rainfall amount (mm)</th>
<th>Rainfall duration (h)</th>
<th>No-rainfall interval (h)</th>
<th>Time of runoff peak (h)</th>
<th>Runoff peak (ml/s)</th>
<th>SSC (kg/m^3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>US001</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.12(0.15)</td>
<td>30.2(31)</td>
<td>57.08(25.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US002</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.09(0.15)</td>
<td>38.8(41)</td>
<td>30.05(32.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US003</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.20(0.25)</td>
<td>40(40)</td>
<td>19.53(32.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US004</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.12(0.15)</td>
<td>38.9(35)</td>
<td>14.30(24.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US005</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.18(0.15)</td>
<td>40.8(36)</td>
<td>10.63(20.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>UM001</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.24(0.4)</td>
<td>13.6(17)</td>
<td>69.35(89.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UM002</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.27(0.3)</td>
<td>21.95(21)</td>
<td>36.76(33.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UM003</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.21(0.3)</td>
<td>22.4(23)</td>
<td>24.20(18.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UM004</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.27(0.5)</td>
<td>21.45(20)</td>
<td>16.78(18.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>UW001</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00(0)</td>
<td>0(0)</td>
<td>0.00(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UW002</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.27(0.65)</td>
<td>0.233(1)</td>
<td>4.77(0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UW003</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.33(0.65)</td>
<td>7.5(11)</td>
<td>6.71(6.38)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In summary, the GEOtopSed model generally captured both the trend and the quantity of runoff and suspended sediment concentration (SSC). It is to be noted that an accurate simulation of runoff and consequently of SSC was possible because of comprehensive representation of surface and subsurface hydrological processes in the model.

Figure 2-1 Modeled and observed records for rainfall scenarios 10 (left column), 14. (middle column), and 18 (right column). The first row are the time series of precipitation and surface runoff; the second row are time series of precipitation and suspended sediment concentration (SSC); and the third row are time series of plot-average soil moisture of three subsurface layers. In the top two rows, precipitation (P) is plotted on the secondary axis.

2.3 Model Application at Watershed Scale

2.3.1 Site description

The coupled model was applied at a small experimental catchment, in Dripsey, Ireland (Figure 2-2). Given that groundwater and antecedent soil moisture have been
found to play an important role on runoff generation (Lewis et al., 2013) and nutrient transport (Warner et al., 2009) in the catchment, the site serves as a good test case for validating the integrated model at catchment scale. The Dripsey catchment is located approximately 25 km northeast of Cork, and has an area of 15 km². The elevation of this catchment ranges from 60 to 210 m. It is a beef and dairy producing agricultural catchment and is almost 100% covered by perennial ryegrass. The catchment slopes gently, with around 85% of the area having less than 3% grade. Gleys and podzols are the two major soil types. The experimental field site is managed by the Hydromet team of the University College Cork (UCC). There is a meteorological flux tower at the top of the catchment (elevation 192 m) where radiation, wind speed, air temperature, surface temperature, relative humidity, and soil moisture (at five depths) have been measured at 30 minutes interval since 1998 (Albertson and Kiely, 2001). All the meteorological data from the site are archived in the FLUXNET repository (http://fluxnet.ornl.gov). At the catchment outlet (elevation 60 m), stream flow was monitored continuously at 30 minutes interval for a period of over two years (2002-2003). Flow-weighted water samples at the catchment outlet were collected using an ISCO 6712 auto-sampler with intake set at approximately 0.25 m above the streambed (Lewis, 2003; Lewis, 2011).
Figure 2-2 Location of Dripsey catchment in County Cork, Ireland. The location of the meteorological tower is where “Dripsey” is marked in yellow. The right top panel is the Google Earth image of Dripsey catchment. The lower panel shows the conceptualization of rills (discussed in section 2.3.3).

The climate in the study region is temperate maritime, and is characterized by high humidity and a lack of temperature extremes during the year. The minimum daily temperature for years 2002 and 2003 was -0.2°C. The mean annual precipitation locally is approximately 1400 mm. The annual precipitation in the Dripsey catchment for year 2002 and 2003 was 1823 mm and 1178 mm, respectively. Winter and spring were the wetter seasons while summer was generally dry (Figure 2-3). No precipitation was recorded during the period with temperature below 0 °C during the two years.
Suspended sediment losses over the catchment were estimated from measured data of stream flow volume and suspended sediment concentration. The monthly variations in suspended sediment yield are shown in Figure 2-3. Notably, the runoff ratio in January, 2003 is larger than one. This indicates that antecedent groundwater recharge participated in delayed streamflow response in this month. Marked variations in runoff ratio through the year underscores the need for appropriate partitioning of the water budget across different stores of the hydrologic continuum.

Figure 2-3 Observed monthly variations in precipitation (P), discharge volume (Q) and suspended sediment losses (SSY) in the Dripsey catchment
2.3.2 Input data

GEOtop requires a digital elevation model (DEM), land use/land cover (LULC) map, and soil type map to simulate the hydrological processes for a catchment. The soil type map and soil parameters were obtained from Irish Forestry soils (IFS) database and in situ soil samples (Lewis, 2011). LULC parameters were derived based on classifications using the Corine land cover 2000 database and land use data observed in the catchment. The stream channel was delineated using DEM processing in GIS. The derived extent of stream was validated against the regional channel map. Geomorphic properties of the channel were defined based on the DEM data. All thematic maps were resampled at 50 m × 50 m spatial resolution. Meteorological data such as precipitation, temperature, incoming shortwave radiation, air pressure, relative humidity, wind speed and direction in half-hourly time steps were collected at the HYDROMET flux tower at Dripsey. Because of the small size of the catchment (area = 15km²) and absence of any other precipitation data fine enough to resolve the heterogeneities within the watershed, the rainfall was assumed to be uniform within the catchment. The assumption is reasonable given the mild topographic relief and a uniform land cover within the catchment. The stream flow and suspended sediment concentration data, collected by the water level recorder and water ISCO 6712 auto-sampler at the outlet of catchment, were used to both calibrate and validate the model.
2.3.3 Model implementation in Dripsey catchment

The integrated model simulations were performed at 50 m × 50 m spatial resolution. Simulation results were output at hourly temporal resolution. While overland flow (from either saturation excess or infiltration excess) is generated over the entire land surface cell in the original GEOtop model, a rill width ratio (wdx) parameter was introduced in the sediment dynamics model to account for the flow organization within each cell. The assumption here is that the generated overland flow is transferred into small rills (Figure 2-2) in which overland flow gets concentrated and the potential of rill erosion is high. The rill width ratio ($w_{dx}$) was calculated using the following equation:

$$w_{dx} = \frac{\sum_i w_{di}}{x_w}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)

where $i$ is the rill index within a cell, $w_{di}$ is the width of $i^{th}$ rill [m], and $x_w$ is the width of the cell [m]. In other words, $w_{dx}$ is the fraction of a grid cell covered by overland flow, when overland flow is active. The soil erosion calculations were accordingly modified to account for erosion under a redistributed overland flow regime. Rain splash detachment occurred in the entire cell while the flow detachment only occurred within the rills. While rill characteristics can be observed, the absence of relevant data for the site leads us to consider rill characteristics as a calibration parameter. This is an important area for future research attention.
The model accounts for erosion, deposition, and transport of suspended sediment on the hillslopes. However, considering that the bank and bed erosion and deposition in first order river channels are not significant (Golubev, 1982), these processes were not included in sediment dynamics calculations in the channel. All the sediment entering the channels was assumed to directly reach the outlet of the watershed. It is to be acknowledged that this assumption may cause bias in suspended sediment yield estimates, especially from large basins wherein river beds and banks can be a significant source and/or sink of sediment.

2.3.4 Sensitivity analysis

A global multivariate sensitivity analyses was first conducted to evaluate the role of physics-based parameters that may impact soil erosion and deposition. The methodology is based on a Monte Carlo framework, and can be used to analyze the influence of a parameter while also considering the influence of all other parameters at the same time (Franks et al., 1997). The parameters chosen for the sensitivity analysis included hydrologic properties that may influence runoff generation (Table 2-2) and land properties that may influence soil erodibility (Table 2-3). Ranges of some of the soil parameter such as saturated conductivity for different layers (K), soil residual water content (θr), wilting point (θw), field capacity (θfc), saturated water content (θs), and soil median particle size (D₅₀) were assigned based on the sand-silt-clay fraction of in situ soil samples (Lewis, 2011). The LAI range was assigned based on the land cover of the
catchment. Other parameters (Table 2-2, Table 2-3), such as Chezy’s roughness coefficient \( C_m \), rill width ratio \( w_{dx} \), and root area ratio \( R_a \) were assigned a conservative range large enough to encompass the range of parameters used in previous studies. Model simulations were conducted using a single rainfall event for 10,000 random sets of parameters, which were sampled from uniform distributions across the specified parameter ranges. Based on the rank of Nash-Sutcliffe coefficients (NSE) for each parameter set, the 10,000 parameter sets were divided into ten performance classes, each with 1000 parameter sets. The classes were ranked by NSE from low to high, i.e. Class 1 consisted of parameter sets with lowest NSE while Class 10 comprised of parameter sets with highest NSE. A numerical sensitivity index \( (NSI) \) was used to quantify the sensitivity (Montaldo et al., 2003):

\[
NSI = \frac{1}{n_c N_{x_{range}}} \sum_{i=1}^{n_c} \sum_{j=1}^{N} x_d(i, j) 
\]

\[(2.15)\]

where \( x_d \) is the difference between the parameter values of two classes for the jth cumulative frequency and for ith pair of cumulative frequency curves, \( n_c \) is the total number of pairs of cumulative frequency classes (with 10 classes, \( n_c = 45 \)), and \( N \) is the number of cumulative frequency values in each performance class (\( N=1000 \) in this case). \( x_{range} \) is the range of parameter values. \( NSI \) is an indicator of the distance between each class. A larger value of \( NSI \) for a parameter indicates higher sensitivity to it. It is to be noted that while generating the parameter sets, extra care was taken to ensure that the
considered values of dependent parameters were physically realistic. For example, only the parameter sets with soil residual water content ($\theta_r$), wilting point ($\theta_w$), field capacity ($\theta_f$) and saturated water content ($\theta_s$) in increasing order were considered. It is also possible that only certain ranges of parameters may co-exist. However, because of the absence of any parameter-concurrency data for the region, the sensitivity analyses did not consider this.

Table 2-2 Ranges and numerical sensitivity index (NSI) of hydrologic parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>NSI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$LAI$</td>
<td>Leaf area index</td>
<td>0.1-4</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_F$</td>
<td>Canopy fraction</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_m$</td>
<td>Chezy’s roughness coefficient</td>
<td>0.01-5</td>
<td>0.0325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_{dc}$</td>
<td>Rill width ratio</td>
<td>0.01-1</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1$[mm]</td>
<td>Soil depth of first layer</td>
<td>25-300</td>
<td>0.0731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_h_{L1}$[mm s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>Horizontal saturated conductivity(1st layer)</td>
<td>0.00036-0.12</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_v_{L1}$[mm s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>Vertical saturated conductivity(1st layer)</td>
<td>0.00036-0.06</td>
<td>0.0322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{r,L1}$</td>
<td>Residual water content (1st layer)</td>
<td>0.03-0.06</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{w,L1}$</td>
<td>Wilting point(1st layer)</td>
<td>0.06-0.16</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{f,L1}$</td>
<td>Field capacity(1st layer)</td>
<td>0.3-0.5</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{s,L1}$</td>
<td>Saturated water content(1st layer)</td>
<td>0.3-0.6</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_h_{L2}$[mm s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>Horizontal saturated conductivity(2nd layer)</td>
<td>0.00036-0.12</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_v_{L2}$[mm s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>Vertical saturated conductivity(2nd layer)</td>
<td>0.00036-0.06</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{r,L2}$</td>
<td>Residual water content (2nd layer)</td>
<td>0.03-0.06</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{w,L2}$</td>
<td>Wilting point(2nd layer)</td>
<td>0.06-0.16</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2-3 Ranges and numerical sensitivity index (NSI) of erosion and sediment dynamics parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>NSI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_m$</td>
<td>Chezy’s roughness coefficient</td>
<td>0.01-5</td>
<td>0.3569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_s$ [MPa]</td>
<td>Root tensile strength</td>
<td>0.001-0.1</td>
<td>0.0236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_a$</td>
<td>Root area ratio</td>
<td>0.001-0.1</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_{dx}$</td>
<td>Rill width ratio</td>
<td>0.01-1</td>
<td>0.3569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{50}$ [µm]</td>
<td>Median particle size</td>
<td>5-200</td>
<td>0.3563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta$ [kPa]</td>
<td>Soil cohesion</td>
<td>0-30</td>
<td>0.0237</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sensitivity of hydrologic and land surface parameters is presented individually here. Among the 23 parameters selected for the hydrological sensitivity analysis, leaf area index (LAI), rill width ratio ($w_{dx}$), depth of the first soil layer ($D_1$), Chezy’s roughness coefficient ($C_m$), and vertical hydraulic conductivity of the first soil layer ($K_{v,L2}$) were found to be among the five most sensitive parameters for runoff.
generation (Table 2-2). Similarly, $C_m$, $w_{dr}$ and $D_{50}$ were observed to be the three most
sensitive parameters for sediment yield simulations (Table 2-3). Root tensile strength ($R_s$)
and soil cohesion ($\zeta$) also were important players in sediment yield simulations, though
to a lesser extent than the other three parameters identified above. Among the three
most sensitive parameters for sediment yield, $D_{50}$ can be estimated from soil texture and
$C_m$ can be related to land cover and land use. $w_{dr}$ can be highly varied between different
watersheds or land parcels depending on micro-topographic heterogeneity arising from
natural causes or implementation of agricultural practices (e.g., tillage farming). The
other two sensitive parameters for sediment yield simulations: root tensile strength ($R_s$)
and soil cohesion ($\zeta$), are correlated, as $R_s$ proportionally affects $\zeta$ (see equations (2.7),
(2.8), and (2.9)) and both the parameters have a tendency to reduce soil erosion.
Having identified the most sensitive parameters, next a univariate sensitivity experiment was performed to investigate the role of two sensitive but independent parameters (\(w_{dx}\) and \(\zeta\)) on erosion simulations. This involved forcing the model with a 32 mm precipitation event of 24 hours duration. As shown in Figure 2-4, increasing \(w_{dx}\) caused a reduction in suspended sediment losses. This is because for a wider rill, overland flow depth and velocity is smaller resulting in a smaller shear stress between water and soil surface to detach the soil particles. It is to be noted that the relative changes in \(w_{dx}\) (base value equals to 0.5) were larger than the relative changes in SSY. For example, 20% decrease in \(w_{dx}\) increased sediment yield by 15%. This was due to the offset effect of reduction in flow detachment area when the rills are narrower.

Five additional sensitivity experiments with varying rainfall intensities, but with identical precipitation amount, were conducted to evaluate potential controls of event
characteristics on the sensitivity of sediment yield to \( \theta_{sat} \). Different rainfall intensities did not show significant impacts on sensitivity analysis, indicating that flow detachment rather than splash erosion, was the major driving force for water erosion in Dripsey catchment. This is possibly caused by the dense grassland vegetation cover within Dripsey catchment which protected the soil surface from detachment by raindrops. Similar sensitivity experiment for soil cohesion (\( \zeta \)) showed that the sediment yield decreased with increase in \( \zeta \). The influence of soil cohesion on erosion was the largest when cohesion value was between 10 to 20 kPa. Notably, as the precipitation intensity increased, the sensitivity to soil cohesion decreased.

It is to be noted that sediment yield simulations could be influenced both by parameters that control rainfall-runoff processes and parameters that define the land surface and soil characteristics. This makes calibration of a physically based integrated erosion-deposition models much more challenging than integrated hydrologic models.

### 2.3.5 Model Performance During Calibration and Validation Periods

#### 2.3.5.1 Evaluation metrics

Performance of the model was evaluated using four metrics: Relative bias (\( RB \)), Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (\( NSE \)), index of agreement (\( IOA \)), and Root mean square error (\( RMSE \)). \( RB \) evaluates the relative distances between observed (\( O \)) and simulated (\( S \)) data with respect to the observed mean (\( \bar{O} \)) using:
\[ \text{RB} = 100 \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(S_i - O_i)}{n \bar{O}} \]

where \( n \) is the length of data series. \( NSE \) (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) is a dimensionless goodness-of-fit indicator that ranges from negative infinity to one. A \( NSE \) value of 1 indicates a perfect fit between observed and simulated data.

\[ NSE = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (O_i - S_i)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (O_i - \bar{O})^2} . \]

In the context of watershed hydrologic modeling, Moriasi et al. (2007) summarized that the model performance could be considered as “Good” if the \( RB \) is less than 15% for streamflow and 30% for sediment, and \( NSE \) is larger than 0.65 for monthly time step simulations. For finer time step, the equivalent “goodness” threshold of \( NSE \) is lower, e.g. \( NSE \) value of 0.65 for monthly time step may yield a \( NSE \) value of 0.4 for daily time step (Fernandez et al., 2005). \( IOA \) (Willmott, 1981) is used to detect the differences in the observed and simulated means and variances, especially during the intense rainfall events as the metric is sensitive to extreme values. \( IOA \) ranges from 0 to 1. A value of 1 indicates a perfect match, and 0 indicates no agreement at all. Krause et al. (2005) concluded that \( IOA \) of 0.65 could indicate a good model performance, although \( IOA \) is not sensitive to systematical under- or over- estimation:

\[ IOA = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (O_i - S_i)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (|S_i - \bar{O}| + |O_i - \bar{O}|)^2} . \]
\( \text{RMSE} \) quantifies prediction error as:

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(O_i - S_i)^2}{N}}.
\]

(2.19)

A \( \text{RMSE} \) value of zero indicates perfect fit. If the value is less than half of the standard deviation of the observations, the model performance may be considered as good (Singh et al., 2005).

### 2.3.5.2 Calibration period

The calibration was carried out using hourly flow data and suspended sediment concentration data from Jan 1st, 2002 to Mar 14th, 2002 (73 days, 10% of the observed data). The GEOtop model spin-up was performed using the meteorological data of Dec, 2001. The calibration process mainly focused on the most sensitive parameters, as identified in the global sensitivity analyses. \( C_m, D_t, \) and \( w_{dx} \) were the three major parameters calibrated for the flow simulation. \( \zeta \) and \( D_{50} \) were mainly calibrated for erosion simulation. The initial values of the calibration parameters were set to the median of the ranges in Table 2-2 and Table 2-3. The model calibration was based on both mass balance and goodness of fit of hydrograph and sedigraph. The goal was to at least limit the relative bias (\( RB \)) of total discharge volume and total SSY to less than 15% and to have \( NSE \) of daily average flow rate and daily total SSY to be larger than 0.4.
Figure 2-5 Model estimates of daily discharge and daily suspended sediment yield (SSY) during the calibration period. (a) plot of observed (with subscription ‘o’) and simulated (with subscription ‘s’) daily average stream flow rate; (b) scatter plot of observed and simulated daily average stream flow rate; (c) plot of observed and simulated daily total SSY; (d) scatter plot of observed and simulated daily total SSY. Black solid line in panel (b) and (d) is the 1:1 line. Blue dashed line is the best-fit line.

The observed and simulated stream flow series in calibration period are shown in Figure 2-5a and Figure 2-5b. Observed and simulated total discharge volumes per unit area over the calibration period were 411 mm and 472 mm, respectively (RB ≈ 15%). The $R^2$ and Nash-Sutcliff coefficient (NSE) were 0.76 and 0.48, respectively. The index of agreement (IOA) was 0.92 and the root mean square error (RMSE) was 3.03 mm/day. The NSE, IOA, and RB values indicate a “good” model performance based on the threshold proposed by Moriasi et al. (2007) and Krause et al. (2005). The RMSE was 71% of the standard deviation of observed streamflow, which means that the model performance
was not good (Singh et al., 2005). Large RMSE value is because of the model’s tendency to overestimate high flow and underestimate low flow (Figure 2-5b).

In regards to the estimates of suspended sediment yield (SSY), the model also showed good agreement with the observations. The observed and modeled total suspended sediment losses were 72.76 and 79.94 tons, respectively, for the calibration period. The RB was 9.87%. $R^2$ and NSE were 0.79 and 0.65, respectively (Figure 2-5c, Figure 2-5d). The RMSE was 0.83 ton/day (56% of the standard deviation of observed SSY) and IOA was 0.93. The model performance based on the NSE, IOA, and RB values can be termed as “very good”. The SSY during the peak flow were overestimated, just like the overestimation of high flows by the hydrologic model.

2.3.5.3 Validation period

The model was validated using data from Mar 15th, 2002 to the end of 2003. Observed and simulated total discharge per unit area were 1303.8 mm and 1287.7 mm, respectively. The time series of cumulative observed and simulated discharge volume matched each other for most of the period, and the RB was only -1.2%. In general, the model reasonably simulated both the timing and magnitude of stream flow during the validation period (RMSE: 1.47mm/day or 56% of the standard deviation of observed discharge; NSE: 0.5; and IOA: 0.9). However, the model simulation overestimated high flows and underestimated low flows, much like it performed during the calibration period.
Figure 2-6 Model estimates of discharge and suspended sediment yield (SSY) during the validation period. (a) plot of observed and simulated daily average stream flow rate. The wet and dry periods were identified by letter ‘W’ and ‘D’; (b) scatter plot of daily average stream flow rate; (c) plot of observed and simulated daily total SSY; (d) scatter plot of daily total SSY. Black solid line in panel (b) and (d) is the 1:1 line. Blue dashed line is the best-fit line.

The performance of SSY simulation registered similar biases as that shown in streamflow simulation. The observed and simulated total annual suspended sediment losses were 170.66 and 132.48 tons, respectively. The total simulated SSY for validation period had a relative bias of -22.37%. The erosion model did not miss any erosion events during the validation period. Similar to the flow simulation results, SSY estimates were somewhat larger than observed during high flows and smaller during low flows. The RMSE was 0.41 ton/day (53% of the observed SSY) and the value of IOA was 0.86. NSE
was 0.32. Relatively poor NSE is because of the metric’s sensitivity to overestimation of SSY peaks.

Table 2-4 Performance of stream flow and total suspended sediment yield simulation in calibration and validation periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Calibration</th>
<th>Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSY</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSE</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOA</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>-1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model performances of flow and SSY simulation during calibration and validation periods are summarized in Table 2-4. The NSE and IOA values of modeled flow in calibration and validation periods were similar. The RMSE of simulated flow in validation period was smaller than in calibration period. The differences between observed and simulated flow rate were smaller during the low flows than high flows. This was partly because of the longer duration of low flow during the validation period. The model performance of suspended sediment simulation in validation period was not as good as in calibration period, even though the performances of flow simulation in both periods were similar. This was due to the bias in the flow simulation and power-law relationship between flow rate and water transport capacity, which exacerbated the SSY estimates.
Table 2-5 Performance of stream flow and suspended sediment simulations in wet and dry periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$Q_w$</th>
<th>$Q_d$</th>
<th>$SSY_w$</th>
<th>$SSY_d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NSE</strong></td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IOA</strong></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RB</strong></td>
<td>4.55%</td>
<td>57.58%</td>
<td>-20.65%</td>
<td>-95.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bias</strong></td>
<td>-56.32</td>
<td>39.15</td>
<td>-34.44</td>
<td>-3.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to investigate the performance of the integrated model during markedly different flow regimes, a 20-day moving average discharge threshold of 0.2 m$^3$/s was used to divide the simulation series into wet and dry periods (see Figure 2-6a). The total duration of the dry period was 173 days, almost 27% of the two years. The total precipitation during the dry period was 326.6 mm, which is almost 11% of the total precipitation. Table 2-5 summarizes the performances of the integrated model for both flow and SSY simulations during wet and dry periods. Both simulations showed better agreement with observed data during wet periods than in dry periods. In general, discharge volume was overestimated for dry periods and underestimated in wet periods, while the SSY was underestimated in both wet and dry periods. It is to be noted however that for large peaks, both flow rate and SSY was overestimated by the model. The negative $NSE$ and $RB$ indicate that the calibrated parameter set did not provide accurate enough estimates of flow and SSY during dry periods. This is in line with the findings of Jetten et al. (1999) that showed erosion-deposition models cannot
guarantee good performance, especially during dry periods, if the events used for calibration are not representative of the prevailing flow regime. It is to be noted that even though the suspended sediment simulation was not good enough during dry period, the bias of suspended sediment is only 9.94% of the total bias.

2.4 Results and Analyses

2.4.1 Temporal variations in modeled estimates

SSY from the catchment varied markedly from day to day and also non-monotonically with daily precipitation magnitude and intensity (Figure 2-7a). The $R^2$ between observed daily SSY and daily rainfall was only 0.14. The $R^2$ between observed daily SSY and the product of daily total rainfall kinetic energy and maximum 30-minute rainfall intensity ($EI_{30}$) was relatively better but still modest, and was equal to 0.53. It is to be noted here that the lagged correlation magnitude between observed daily SSY and daily rainfall was maximum for a zero day lag. The large variations in observed daily SSY indicate that the daily precipitation magnitude and intensity only have a marginal potential for estimating daily SSY. The variation could be because of the non-linear integrated response of the catchment, which may result in generation of markedly different runoff and hence SSY for the same daily precipitation amount and $EI_{30}$. Since runoff generation is directly influenced by the soil moisture in the surface soil layer (which in turn is influenced by meteorological forcings, antecedent hydrologic states,
and watershed properties), we explore if the variations in daily SSY with \( EI_{30} \) could be directly related to the prevailing soil moisture. To this end, data in the SSY vs \( EI_{30} \) plot are color coded based on simulated daily average soil moisture (Figure 2-7a). Based on the first glance, for an identical \( EI_{30} \), SSY value appears to be larger for larger catchment-average soil moisture.

![Figure 2-7](image)

Figure 2-7 Scatter plot of daily observed SSY and \( EI_{30} \), color coded with daily simulated catchment-average soil moisture; the inset figure is a zoom-in of daily observed SSY between 0-1 ton/d and \( EI_{30} \) between 0 – 1.2×104 MJ*mm*ha^{-1}*h^{-1}; (b) Scatter plot of daily observed SSY from 2002 to 2003 and daily simulated catchment average soil moisture.
Figure 2-8 The hourly rainfall, observed discharge and SSY of two selected events (a,d); the simulated spatial distribution of soil loss area for two selected events (b,e), area with soil losses were black; the changes of saturated ratio of the simulated first layer soil moisture of the whole catchment (e,f); the plots for first event were on the top.

To explore this further, two daily events of similar magnitude but with very different moisture conditions were considered (Figure 2-8). The first event occurred on 2002/1/27 (identified in Figure 2-5) and delivered a total precipitation of 11 mm, a total measured streamflow of $1.3 \times 10^5$ m$^3$ (modelled: $1.8 \times 10^5$ m$^3$) and an event total suspended sediment yield (SSY) of 2.1 ton (modelled: 3.4 ton). The second event occurred on 2002/7/2 (identified in Figure 2-6) and delivered almost identical rainfall (11.6 mm in total) as the first event, but the total streamflow response and SSY at the outlet were much different. Streamflow response for the second event was measured at $1.1 \times 10^4$ m$^3$
(modelled: $1.8 \times 10^4$ m$^3$), while the event mean SSY was 0.066 ton (modelled: 0.054 ton). Notably, even though the rainfall volumes and intensities were similar for these two selected events, the first event lead to much larger runoff and SSY at the outlet (Figure 2-8a). The difference was mostly because of strong contrast in the antecedent moisture condition between the two cases (Figure 2-8c and Figure 2-8f). Around 88% of the catchment area was saturated at the start of event 1, with this fraction increasing to around 98% during the event. As a result almost the entire catchment participated in runoff generation leading to larger soil loss and larger mean SSY. This is not surprising as the catchment is fairly small. In contrast, only around 18% of the catchment area was saturated before event 2 and the fraction increased to around 36% during the event. Figure 2-9b and Figure 2-9d further reinforces the narrative that surface soil moisture influences SSY as it shows that event responses (both streamflow and SSY) were negligible for events from day-of-year (DOY) 200 to 290 in 2002, as the soil moisture was generally below saturation during this period (Figure 2-9c). By day 290, the water table was near the soil surface, which resulted in any additional precipitation to cause saturation excess runoff. To evaluate the variation of SSY with soil moisture across all events, a scatter plot between SSY and spatially averaged moisture conditions in the top soil layer (of thickness = 10cm) was drawn (Figure 2-7b). The figure suggests that runoff generation (from saturation excess or infiltration excess) and hence erosion per unit event magnitude is indeed larger when the top soil layer in the catchment is near
saturation. These results suggest that accurate prediction of spatial distribution of soil moisture is critical for generating temporally fine estimates of SSY. Notably, increase in soil saturation also increases soil cohesion which in turn may reduce erosion (see Equation (2.7)), but its impact is negated by large runoff generation for higher soil saturation cases. It is to be noted that the soil saturation of the top soil layer is a function of coupled surface water-groundwater-evapotranspiration interactions, and the parameters (such as topography, subsurface soil property, land cover etc.) that influence these processes. As such, the expressed role of surface soil moisture on SSY indirectly highlights the need for modeling of coupled processes in both space and time, much along the lines of process representations implemented in GEOtop.
Figure 2-9 (a) The integrated model is able to capture occurrence of runoff events after a dry periods. The red box identifies the periods used in panel b, c, and d; (b) Observed and simulated flow rate; (c) Observed and simulated soil moisture (top 25 cm) (d)observed and simulated daily SSY

Suspended sediment yield from the catchment also showed ample variations between wet and dry periods. Even though the wet period (see Figure 2-6a) spanned only around 73% of the simulation time, it delivered 98.4% (99.9%, modeled) of the total sediment yield. This is in line with previously reported results from both field (Fu, 1989) and modeling experiments (Baartman et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012) that have shown that a few extreme events may contribute to a large portion of annual total soil erosion. Notably, our research area has a temperate weather and lacks extreme precipitation events, but nonetheless the dry period (~27% of the total simulation time) delivered only ~1% of the total SSY.
2.4.2 Spatially distributed estimates of erosion and deposition

Estimates of erosion and deposition simulated by the model displayed significant heterogeneity in both space and time. For example, for the two selected precipitation events with similar amounts of rainfall (Figure 2-8a, Figure 2-8d), the areal extent of soil loss and its spatial distribution locations were very different (Figure 2-8b, Figure 2-8e). The percentage area that participated in erosion loss was as high as 72% in event 1, while reaching only around 14% for event 2. Similarly the areal fraction of deposition areas were 14% and 7% respectively for the two events. A larger erosion loss area for event 1 can again be attributed to higher antecedent surface soil moisture in the catchment, which leads to a larger fraction of catchment area generating runoff. A larger volume of overland flow resulted in, higher shear stress and hence more soil loss from larger area. For the two years, the mean areal fraction of erosion and deposition was 27% and 8% respectively. Both erosion and deposition areal fraction were larger in wet periods than in dry periods. The variations of erosion and deposition areal portion were larger in wet periods (Table 2-6). Notably, the erosion and deposition areal fractions in the catchment were as large as 79% and 36% of the catchment area during the two year simulation periods. These statistics highlight that the source and sink areas in a catchment are very dynamic and change at both event and seasonal scales. Also, given the role of soil saturation area on runoff/erosion generation, dynamic mapping of
source/sink areas can benefit from spatially-explicit simulations of coupled hydrologic processes.

**Table 2-6 The mean and standard deviation of erosion and deposition areas**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean erosional area fraction</th>
<th>Mean depositional area fraction</th>
<th>Standard deviation of erosional area fraction</th>
<th>Standard deviation of depositional area fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002-2003</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.0859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet Periods</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.2476</td>
<td>0.0835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Periods</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.1519</td>
<td>0.0585</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2-10 (a) Spatial map of soil erosion and deposition for each land pixel (unit: ton/ha/yr) for the entire two year simulation period; (b) Scatter plot between erosive loss ($E_s$) and slope-length factor for each land pixel; (c) Color chart of the logarithm of simulated erosive loss ($\log(ton)$) for a range of slope (on x-axis) and specific flow accumulation area (on y-axis). Also included on the two axes are the bar plots of total erosive losses per unit area for different Slope and specific catchment area classes; (d) Color chart of the logarithm of simulated deposition ($\log(ton)$). Also included on the two axes are the bar plots of total deposition per unit area for different Slope and specific catchment area classes. Note: grey cells in (c) and (d) are used to identify joint classes with no data.
At the annual scale, most deposition occurred near the riparian zone of the stream (dark blue color in Figure 2-10a), due to its relatively flat topography. Erosive losses were mainly located in the transition area between the hillslope and the riparian zone (dark red color in Figure 2-10a), which had both large flow accumulation area and relatively steep slope. The locations of erosion and deposition in terms of slope and specific catchment area are shown in Figure 2-10c and Figure 2-10d. Specific catchment area is the ratio of total contributing area of each land pixel and the pixel’s width perpendicular to the flow direction. The bar plot of average erosion/deposition per unit area for different specific catchment areas shows that in general, erosion and deposition rates per unit area were larger with increasing specific catchment area. Areas with larger contributing areas generally had larger overland flow and hence larger transport capacity thus allowing more entrainment of soil particles (Figure 2-10c). Additionally, as more suspended sediment was transported to areas with large contribution area, the possibility that the suspended sediment concentration (SSC) exceeded the transport capacity, especially at flatter locations, also increased. This explains the increase in deposition with larger contributing areas (Figure 2-10d). Notably, total simulated soil erosive losses per unit area ($E_s$) did not show a monotonic trend with slope (Figure 2-10c). For flatter slopes, $E_s$ is expected to be small because of the lower flow velocities. For larger slopes, while the local erosion at the cell under consideration is expected to be large, the incoming sediment input may either be small or large for a given contributing
area depending on the spatio-temporal extent of soil saturation area that determines runoff generation. As a result, $E_s$, which is an integrated net-erosional response from the contributing area and the pixel under consideration, may show non-monotonic variation with slope. This non-monotonic variation also has a tangible impact on the relation between the length-slope ($LS$) factor and the total simulated soil erosive losses per unit area ($E_s$). Model results suggest that while $E_s$ shows an overall increasing trend with $LS$ (Figure 2-10b), the relation is not one to one, and shows ample variations around the $E_s$-$LS$ line ($R^2=0.47$, $\sigma^2=5.44$). While the result is based on only two years of simulation, it does highlight that the source efficiency or the erosion rates (in homogeneous watersheds/hillslopes with uniform soil property) is not just a simple function of contribution area and slope, and can be strongly influenced by the dynamic spatio-temporal distribution of soil moisture conditions.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions

In this study, we developed an open-source sediment erosion/deposition module for a 3D surface-subsurface hydrologic model, GEOtop, and evaluated its applicability in explaining the spatio-temporal distribution of erosion, deposition, and sediment yield dynamics at both plot and catchment scale. The model uses a physically-based representation of coupled surface-subsurface hydrologic processes and a comprehensive land-surface energy and water interaction scheme to simulate hydrologic response and consequent sediment dynamics. Because of its fully distributed nature, the model can
account for spatial heterogeneity in the watershed. As the model runs at an adaptive time interval determined by the dynamics of states, it can be used to perform simulations at event to inter-decadal scales. At the plot level, the model was evaluated at event time scale. Results show that the model was able to capture both the trend and the quantity of runoff and suspended sediment concentration (SSC) in response to events of varying intensity and duration. At the catchment level, after performing a global multivariate sensitivity analyses to identify sensitive parameters for hydrologic modeling (such as leaf area index, rill width ratio, depth of the first soil layer, Chezy’s roughness coefficient, and vertical hydraulic conductivity of the first soil layer) and sediment dynamics (such as Chezy’s roughness coefficient, soil median particle size, and rill width ratio), the model performance was evaluated at daily and seasonal time scales. In general, the model reasonably simulated both the timing and magnitude of stream flow and suspended sediment yield (SSY) from the catchment. Both streamflow and suspended sediment yield simulations showed better agreement with observed data during wet periods than in dry periods. The discharge volume was overestimated for dry periods and underestimated in wet periods, while the SSY was underestimated in both wet and dry periods. Notably, the biases in suspended sediment yield simulation were similar to that shown in streamflow simulation, thus highlighting that accuracy of flow simulations critically influences the estimation accuracy of SSY. While our research area has a temperate maritime climate and lacks extreme precipitation events, but still
dry period (~27% of the total simulation time) delivered only ~1% of the SSY. This underscores the importance of obtaining robust calibration parameter sets that at least perform well during wet periods, as is well documented in nutrient export studies (Jordan et al., 2005; Nasr et al., 2007; Ye et al., 2012). It is to be noted that the sensitivity analysis performed for Dripsey catchment could serve as a reference for future model applications, and for prioritizing observation of parameters to reduce the uncertainties in the erosion model.

Observed SSY from the catchment showed a non-monotonic variation with daily precipitation magnitude. Further examination of simulation results revealed that SSY per unit event magnitude varied proportionally with the prevailing soil moisture. The result indicates that accurate prediction of spatial distribution of soil moisture is critical for generating temporally fine estimates of SSY. Larger SSY per unit event magnitude for higher soil saturation also indicates that large runoff generation for wetter soil moisture conditions negated the impact of increase in soil cohesion with moisture content. The simulation results also showed that the source (erosion) and sink (deposition) areas in a catchment were heterogeneous and dynamic, and could change from one event to the next. Again, the extent of source/sink areas were found to be influenced by prevailing moisture conditions, which in turn determined the quantity of runoff generation. Model results also suggest that long-term erosion rate from a location was not a simple function of slope-length. In fact, the relation between erosion and slope-length showed ample
variations, thus highlighting that the source efficiency or the erosion rates (in homogeneous catchments/hillslopes with same rainfall forcing and uniform soil property) can be severely influenced by the dynamic spatio-temporal distribution of soil moisture conditions. Since the spatio-temporal dynamics of soil moisture is dependent on coupled process interactions such as evapo-transpiration, capillary rise and lateral groundwater flow, aforementioned results make a compelling case for spatially-explicit simulations of coupled hydrologic processes for estimation of erosion/deposition distribution and sediment generation.

The simulation results presented in this study do not account for uncertainty in parameters. Also, even though the parameters in the presented model are physically-based and can be obtained through measurements, because of the sparseness of observed data, disconnect between observation and model scale, and model uncertainty, these parameters still need to be calibrated. This is a big challenge for spatially-distributed models such as GeoTopSed, as they are computationally demanding. Further confidence in the modeled estimates could be built by obtaining field estimates of states (e.g. ground water, residence time etc.) and related parameters (e.g. rill width, soil cohesion etc.), and by implementing the model in varied settings. The presented model version does not account for bank-erosion processes, which limits its applicability to watersheds with small bank erosion w.r.t. total hillslope losses. It is to be noted that 1D representation of flow routing in channel especially limits the calculation of lateral
convective gradients and shear, thus hindering the development of a comprehensive sediment erosion and transport module. Also, as the GEOtop model uses kinematic wave scheme to solve for overland and channel flow, the model is not well suited for flow and sediment yield calculations in flow regimes with either Froude number smaller than 0.5 or Kinematic wave number smaller than 5 (Vieira, 1983). For using the model as a predictive tool, vegetation dynamics in response to changes in meteorological forcings and hydrologic states need to be accounted for. In spite of aforementioned limitations, the open-source integrated modeling framework presented here offers the potential for its use both as an evaluation and retrospective-prediction tool, and as a virtual laboratory for understanding the role of hydrologic states and parameters on sediment dynamics.
3 Inter-comparing erosion, deposition, and sediment yield estimates using process representations ranging from empirical to physics-based
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3.1 Introduction

Both empirical and physics-based models are widely used to estimate the erosion and sediment transport processes (Owoputi and Stolte, 1995; Tsara et al., 2005; Licciardello, 2007; Pieri et al., 2007; Ismail and Ravichandran, 2008; Terranova et al., 2009; Kinnell, 2010). Empirical models generally provide erosion estimates at coarse temporal resolution, but have the advantage of using less number of input parameters and being computationally efficient (Millward and Mersey, 1999; Hao et al., 2001; Terranova et al., 2009; Renard et al., 2010; Podmanicky et al., 2011). These models often ignore the heterogeneity of forcing fields and assume that the properties of the watershed are stationary. In contrast, self-described physics-based erosion models often provide estimates at fine temporal resolution. These models have more detailed descriptions of erosion and sediment transport processes (DeRoo et al., 1996; Wicks and Bathurst, 1996; Morgan et al., 1998; Hessell, 2005; Jain et al., 2005; Heppner et al., 2006; Ran et al., 2007; de Vente et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2013; Endrizzi et al., 2014; Zi et al., 2016), and are capable of
accounting for the spatial heterogeneity of geomorphology, topography, soil and land surface properties, and the temporal variations in meteorological inputs. However, these models are data and computation intensive. Also data acquisition and uncertainty estimation costs associated with these models are relatively large (Boardman, 2006). Many other pros and cons of empirical, semi-empirical and physics-based models vis-a-vis their input–output data requirements, model structure, uncertainty, and accuracy have been discussed in detail in several review studies (Merritt et al., 2003; Aksoy and Kavvas, 2005; Kinnell, 2005; Kinnell, 2010).

**Figure 3-1 Three major processes for erosion and sediment transport**

Irrespective of the model formulation, majority of the erosion and sediment transport models strive to capture the impacts of three primary processes viz. detachment, deposition, and transport (Figure 3-1). Notably, these processes may be represented in very different ways in empirical, semi-empirical and physics-based models (Table 3-1). For example, in empirical models, rainfall erosivity is a widely used variable to quantify the potential soil erosion (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978; Renard et al., 1991), which may be caused by raindrop impact and/or from overland flow shear on the soil surface. Rainfall erosivity (R) is evaluated using:
where $E$ is rainfall energy, $I30$ is maximum 30 minutes rainfall intensity. $R$ implicitly captures the enhanced detachment during high intensity storms, both due to raindrop impact and shear stress from overland flow. Since antecedent conditions (Chen et al., 2014) may influence the generation of overland flow volume and peak, instead of only using the precipitation statistics, several models (Williams, 1975) directly used flow volume ($Q$) and peak flow rate ($q_{peak}$) for flow erosivity calculations:

$$R \propto f(Q, q_{peak})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

Overland flow data used for erosivity calculations in these models are often generated using SCS curve number method (Cronshey, 1986). Some physics-based erosion and sediment transport models, such as GEOtopSed (Zi et al., 2016), tRIBS-OFM (Kim et al., 2013), use coupled surface-subsurface processes for the surface flow generation. While some other erosion models do not have strong coupling between surface and subsurface (Smith et al., 1995; DeRoo et al., 1996). Both rain drops ($D_r$) and flow detachment ($D_f$) are generally explicitly evaluated in physically based models using:

$$D_E = D_r + D_f \propto f(E, (TC - C))$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)
where $D_E$ is the total detachment, and TC and C are transport capacity and sediment concentration of flow. $D_r$ is a function of rainfall energy ($E$), while $D_f$ is a function of the gradient between TC and C. Assuming all other conditions to be the same, $D_f$ is generally larger when flow sediment concentration is smaller than the transport capacity. Here TC is defined as the maximum concentration of sediment that can be carried with the flow. The gradient function used to calculate $D_f$ is dependent on both flow characteristics such as velocity, volume and friction slope, and sediment grain properties such as its size and specific gravity (Bagnold, 1966; Govers, 1990). Flow properties used for estimation of $D_f$ in physics based models are sometimes obtained using coupled interactions between surface, subsurface and ecological processes (Kim et al., 2013; Zi et al., 2016) and at other times based on simplified infiltration and flow routing processes. For instance, SWAT model uses SCS curve number method and WEPP model uses green-ampt method instead (Laflen et al., 1991; Smith et al., 1995).

As far as deposition and transport processes are concerned, empirical erosion and sediment yield models, e.g. USLE and RULSE, often do not explicitly simulate these processes at all. Application of these models for sediment yield simulations generally involves use of a linear multiplier called sediment delivery ratio (SDR) to account for the soil particle deposition during the sediment routing processes (Young et al., 1989). The SDR approximates the average portion of eroded soil particles that can eventually be transported out of the area of interest. In many other models (Beasley et al., 1980; Knisel,
erosion estimated by USLE equations are routed downhill based on the transport capacity calculations. If transport capacity is smaller than the total amount of sediments, the “excess” sediment is deposited or else it is carried downstream. These models generally use long term (often annual) rainfall and peak flow statistics and topographic attributes to obtain transport capacity (Van Rompaey et al., 2001; Verstraeten et al., 2007; Bonumá et al., 2014). In physics-based models, the transport capacity of flow is calculated based on the dynamic hydrological state at a given location (Julien and Simons, 1985; Govers, 1990; Everaert, 1991), and is a function of flow velocity and volume, and friction slope.

The representation of erosion, deposition and transport processes in empirical, semi-empirical and physics-based models are not restricted to the example configurations discussed above. As is evident from Table 3-2, varied permutations of the process representations are often used. While studies focused on inter-comparison of sediment models exist (Jetten et al., 1999; Shen et al., 2009), the previous studies are more focused on comparing the model performances with respect to observed data. The role of differences in model structures was not investigated thoroughly.
**Table 3-1** Varied representations of detachment, deposition and transport processes in sediment models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Representations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Detachment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Dynamics driven by rain erosivity (e.g. EI30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Dynamics driven by flow erosivity (e.g. f(Q,q$_{peak}$))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Explicit calculation of rainfall and flow detachment based on rainfall kinetic energy and flow shear stress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3-2** List of sediment models and representation schemes of detachment, deposition and transport processes in them. See Table 3-1 for representation details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Representation of detachment</th>
<th>Representation of deposition simulation</th>
<th>Representation of transport simulation</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGNPS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Young et al., 1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSWERS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Beasley et al., 1980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASC2D-SED</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Johnson et al., 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Tier</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREAMS</td>
<td>1 and 2</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Knisel, 1980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EROSION 2D/3D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Schmidt, 1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROSEM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Morgan et al., 1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOtopSed</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Zi et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUEST</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Rose et al., 1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Donigian Jr et al., 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InHM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Heppner et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KINEROS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Smith et al., 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KINEROS2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Goodrich et al., 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LandSoil</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Ciampalini et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASCAM</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Viney and Sivapalan, 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISEM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(DeRoo et al., 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHYDAS-Erosion</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Gumiere et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSLE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>(Williams, 1975)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERFECT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>(Littleboy et al., 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSLE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>(Renard et al., 1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSLE2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Foster et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEDD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Ferro, 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHESED</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>(Wicks and Bathurst,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWAT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>(Arnold et al., 1998)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWRRB</td>
<td>1 and 2</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>(Arnold et al., 1990)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tRIBS-OFM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>(Kim et al., 2013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USLE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>(Wischmeier, 1959; Wischmeier and Smith, 1978)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASA-SED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>(Medeiros et al., 2010)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATEM/SEDEM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>(Van Oost et al., 2000; Van Rompaey et al., 2001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEPP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>(Laflen et al., 1991)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because of the differences in representation of hydrologic processes, usage of data and calibration strategy between the considered models, it is not clear how the representation of detachment, deposition and transport processes may impact that spatial and temporal distribution of erosion, deposition, and sediment yield.

Here, we perform an inter-comparison experiment to evaluate the role of representation of erosion, deposition and transport processes on modeled estimates. Specifically, our goal is to evaluate the extent to which the spatio-temporal variations in states as modeled by the physics based models with coupled surface-subsurface interactions, are captured by simpler models. We also evaluate the differences in
sediment yield estimates and net-erosion and deposition areas from models that use varied representations of erosion, deposition and transport processes. Finally we explore the possible causes of these variations.

3.2 Method

3.2.1 Selected model representations

A total of six model configurations are considered (Table 3-3). RUSLE_SDR and MUSLE_S_SDR model configurations use RUSLE (Renard et al., 1991) and MUSLE(Williams, 1975) model schemes with sediment delivery ratio (SDR) factor to estimate sediment yield. Erosion calculation in RUSLE model uses:

\[ E = \sum E_{I30} * K * LS * C * P \]

where \( E_{I30} \) is a compound erosivity index of total storm kinetic energy and maximum 30 minutes rainfall intensity that is calculated on daily basis, \( K \) is soil erodibility, \( LS \) is length- slope factor, \( C \) is land cover-management factor and \( P \) is supporting-practice factor. The MUSLE model, on the other hand, uses erosion calculation, based on runoff volume and peak flow rate:

\[ E = \sum Q * q_{peak}^{0.56} * K * LS * C * P \]

Runoff volume (Q) in the above equation is often derived using SCS curve number method (Cronshay, 1986):
\[ Q = \frac{(P - I_a)^2}{P - I_a + S} \]  

\[ S = 25.4 \left( \frac{1000}{CN} - 10 \right) \]

where \( I_a \) is the initial abstraction and \( CN \) is the curve number. The curve number is used to account for the effects of land cover and antecedent soil moisture on runoff generation. The peak flow rate \( q_{\text{peak}} \) is generally derived using rational formula:

\[ q_{\text{peak}} = \frac{a_{tc} \cdot Q \cdot DA}{3.6 \cdot t_{\text{conc}}} \]

where \( DA \) is drainage area, \( a_{tc} \) is the fraction of daily rainfall that occurs during the time of concentration \( t_{\text{conc}} \). These two model configurations do not explicitly account for the sediment transport. Also, they do not provide spatially-explicit estimates of sediment deposition. The SDR used to obtain sediment yield at the watershed outlet (and hence net deposition within the watershed) is calculated using the equation proposed by Williams (1977):

\[ SDR = 1.355 \times 10^{-11} DA^{-0.998} rl^{0.3629} CN^{5.444} \]

where \( rl \) is the relief. Models that use RUSLE_SDR configuration include SEDD (Ferro, 2000), while MUSLE_S_SDR configuration has been used in HSPF (Donigian Jr et al., 1995). The next three model configurations viz. RUSLE_TC, MUSLE_S_TC, and MUSLE_G_TC, again use RUSLE and MUSLE schemes but with transport capacity \( TC \) calculations, which allows estimation of both sediment yield at the watershed outlet and
a spatially-explicit distribution of erosion and deposition within the area of interest. The transport capacity is obtained using (Bonumá et al., 2014):

\[ TC = ktc \times R_i \times K \times DA^{1.4} \times S^{1.4} \] (3.10)

where ktc is a calibration factor. The erosivity \( R_i \) is obtained by:

\[ R_i = \begin{cases} E_{I30_i}, & \text{RUSLE_TC} \\ (Q_i \cdot q_{peak_i})^{0.56}, & \text{MUSLE_S_TC, and MUSLE_G_TC} \end{cases} \] (3.11)

For RUSLE_TC, rainfall erosivity is used and flow erosivity is used in MUSLE_S_TC and MUSLE_G_TC. Models that use RUSLE_TC configuration include RSULE2 (Foster et al., 2005), AGNPS (Young et al., 1989), and WASA-SED (Medeiros et al., 2010). MUSLE_S_TC configuration has been used in models such as LASCAM (Viney and Sivapalan, 1999), LandSoil (Ciampalini et al., 2012). MUSLE_G_TC is a sister configuration of MUSLE_S_TC with the only difference being that the flow variables in MUSLE_S_TC are obtained using SCS curve number based method, while it is obtained from a physics-based distributed hydrologic model, GEOtop model (Rigon et al., 2006; Endrizzi et al., 2014), in MUSLE_G_TC. The final model configuration is an integrated physics-based model of hydrology and sediment transport called GEOtopSed (Zi et al., 2016). GEOtopSed simulates soil moisture in each subsurface layer by solving the 3D Richards equation. After updated the soil moisture profile in each time step, the head gradient in the top soil layer is used to for estimation of infiltration/exfiltration flux. Then surface overland flow is routed based on the elevation gradient. A Similar
configuration has been used in several physics based models such as tRIBs-OFM (Kim et al., 2013).

Four of the selected model configurations can be used to obtain a spatially-explicit distribution of erosion and deposition within the area of interest, and also to simulate the sediment yield, including RUSLE_TC, MUSLE_S_TC, MUSLE_G_TC, and GEOtopSed. The four configurations use the precipitation and/or flow statistics in an optimal way, meaning that the statistics is used for both detachment and deposition calculations. For example in model configuration such as 1-C2-ii (see Table 3-1 for notations and Table 3-2 for examples), precipitation statics are used for detachment calculation whereas flow statistics, which is derived using the precipitation data, are used to obtain transport capacity for deposition estimation. Since, flow statistics are anyhow being modeled here and considering that they determine the erosion and entrainment of sediments, they are not being optimally utilized in 1-C2-ii. In contrast, in 2-C2-ii (or MUSLE_S_TC) flow statistics is used for both detachment and deposition calculation.

Table 3-3 Selected model configurations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model configurations</th>
<th>Detachment</th>
<th>Deposition</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Spatial Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUSLE_SDR</td>
<td>EI30 (1)</td>
<td>SDR (B)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSLE_TC</td>
<td>EI30 (1)</td>
<td>TC (C1)</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSLE_S_SDR</td>
<td>SCS (2)</td>
<td>SDR (B)</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSLE_S_TC</td>
<td>SCS (2)</td>
<td>TC (C2)</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSLE_G_TC</td>
<td>GEOtop (2)</td>
<td>TC (C2)</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOtopSed</td>
<td>GEOtop (3)</td>
<td>TC (C3)</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: the process representation classification is in the parenthesis.
3.2.2 Site descriptions and model input data

A small experimental catchment, at Dripsey, Ireland (Figure 3-2) is used to test different model configurations. The Dripsey catchment is located approximately 25 km northeast of Cork, and has an area of 15 km2. The elevation of this catchment ranges from 60 to 210 m. It is a beef and dairy producing agricultural catchment and is almost 100% covered by perennial ryegrass. The catchment slopes gently, with around 85% of the area having less than 3% grade. Gleys and podzols are the two major soil types. The experimental field site is managed by the Hydromet team of the University College Cork (UCC). There is a meteorological flux tower at the top of the catchment (elevation 192 m) where radiation, wind speed, air temperature, surface temperature, relative humidity, and soil moisture (at five depths) have been measured at 30 minutes interval since 1998 (Albertson and Kiely, 2001). All the meteorological data from the site are archived in the FLUXNET repository (http://fluxnet.ornl.gov). At the catchment outlet (elevation 60 m), stream flow was monitored continuously at 30 minutes interval for a period of over two years (2002-2003). Flow-weighted water samples at the catchment outlet were collected using an ISCO 6712 auto-sampler with intake set at approximately 0.25 m above the streambed (Lewis, 2003; Lewis, 2011).
The climate in the study region is temperate maritime, and is characterized by high humidity and a lack of temperature extremes during the year. The minimum daily temperature for years 2002 and 2003 was -0.2°C. The mean annual precipitation locally is approximately 1400 mm. Figure 3-3a shows the multi-year monthly average rainfall of Dripsey watershed. October to January have more rainfall than other months. All months have decent amount of rainfall occurred. Figure 3-3b shows the probability of daily precipitation. 75% of daily rainfall was less than 6.52mm and 95% was less than 18.4mm. Only 13 days during the 11 years have precipitation larger than 40mm, 5 of them have precipitation larger than 50mm.
Among the six considered model configurations, GEOtopSed is most data intensive. Data needs for other model configurations is just a subset of the input data set for GEOtopSed. GEOtopSed requires a digital elevation model (DEM), land use/land cover (LULC) map, and soil type map to simulate the hydrological processes for a catchment. The soil type map and soil parameters were obtained from Irish Forestry soils (IFS) database and in situ soil samples (Lewis, 2011). LULC parameters were derived based on classifications using the Corine land cover 2000 database and land use data observed in the catchment. The stream channel was delineated using DEM processing in GIS. The derived extent of stream was validated against the regional channel map. Geomorphic properties of the channel were defined based on the DEM data. All thematic maps were resampled at 50 m × 50 m spatial resolution. Meteorological data such as precipitation, temperature, incoming shortwave radiation,
air pressure, relative humidity, wind speed and direction in half-hourly time steps were collected at the HYDROMET flux tower at Dripsey. Because of the small size of the catchment (area = 15km²) and absence of any other precipitation data fine enough to resolve the heterogeneities within the watershed, the rainfall was assumed to be uniform within the catchment. The assumption is reasonable given the mild topographic relief and a uniform land cover within the catchment. Overall, the watershed is homogeneous in terms of parameters and forcing, and serves as an ideal test case to intercompare model configurations because of its simple setup. The stream flow and suspended sediment concentration data, collected by the water level recorder and water ISCO 6712 auto-sampler at the outlet of catchment, were used to both calibrate and validate the models.

3.2.3 Model calibration and validation

First, the calibration of GEOtopSed model was carried out using hourly flow data and suspended sediment concentration data from Jan 1st, 2002 to Mar 14th, 2002. The GEOtopSed model spin-up was performed using the meteorological data of Dec, 2001. Observed and simulated total discharge volumes per unit area over the calibration period were 411 mm and 472 mm, respectively (relative bias ~ 15%). The R² and Nash-Sutcliff coefficient (NSE) were 0.76 and 0.48, respectively. In regards to the estimates of suspended sediment yield (SSY), the model also showed good agreement with the observations. The observed and modeled total suspended sediment losses were 72.76
and 79.94 tons, respectively, for the calibration period. The relative bias was 9.87%. R2 and NSE were 0.79 and 0.65, respectively. The model was validated using data from Mar 15th, 2002 to the end of 2003. Observed and simulated total discharges per unit area were 1303.8 mm and 1287.7 mm. In general, the model reasonably simulated both the timing and magnitude of stream flow during the validation period (RMSE: 1.47mm/day; NSE: 0.5; and IOA: 0.9). The observed and simulated total annual suspended sediment losses were 170.66 and 132.48 tons, respectively. The total SSY of validation period simulation had a -22.37% relative bias. The erosion model did not miss any erosion events during the validation period. The model performances were summarized in Table 3-4.

For other model configurations, most of the parameters have reference values or can be derived. The calibration effort focused on the \( ktc \) parameter in the TC calculation (see equation (3.10)). A linear search calibration scheme was used to identify \( ktc \) that lead to minimum difference between long-term SSY simulated using RUSLE/MUSLE model configurations and that obtained from the GEOtopSed Model. Since the flow and suspended sediment concentration data in the watershed exists only for the period ranging from Jan 1st, 2002 to Dec 31st, 2003, long term calibration of USLE/MUSLE model configurations focused on obtaining SSY estimates that were close to one obtained using the calibrated GEOtopSed model.
Table 3-4 Performance of stream flow and total suspended sediment yield simulation in calibration and validation periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Calibration</th>
<th>Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>SSY</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSE</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOA</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>9.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.4 Model comparisons

For this study, we focused on the comparison of models in regards to their ability to model SSY (an important variable for defining water quality) and spatial distribution of erosion and deposition (an important variable for soil sustainability assessment. The selected configurations of RUSLE_SDR and MUSLE_S_SDR will allow evaluation of the role of hydrological processes representations on SSY simulation, as these two configurations are incapable of return spatial specific results of erosion and deposition. The deposition processes were estimated indirectly by a multiplier (SDR). By applying TC methods, the other four selected configurations will allow highlighting the role of
explicit calculation of transport capacity, thus can calculate the location of erosion and deposition based on transport limitation assumption. The MUSLE-G-TC configuration uses the same hydrological inputs as GEOtopSed model, thus can highlight the differences in erosion calculations between MUSLE based method and physically based method. The comparison of spatial distribution of soil erosional loss and deposition among different models focused on identifying if the locations of erosional and depositional area predicted by models were the same. Long term (longer than or equal to annual scale) accumulated erosion and deposition spatial distribution were compared using the spatial maps obtained from GEOtopSed model as a reference.

3.3 Result

Here we present the inter-comparison results from both temporal and spatial aspects.

3.3.1 Temporal comparisons

Inter-comparison results of SSY at different temporal scales are shown in Figure 3-4. The scatter plots show the SSY for different model configurations against the ones obtained by GEOtopSed. Fisher approximate unbiased estimator (Fisher, 1915) was used to evaluate the correlation between models to account for the different sample sizes:
Large correlation between different models indicates higher degree of agreement in the SSY estimates. The RUSLE based model showed the largest discrepancies comparing with GEOtopSed results. At the annual scale (Figure 3-4), SSY estimates from the rest five model configurations appear to vary linearly with the SSY estimates obtained from GEOtopSed, except for a few years (e.g. 2008, 2010). If the year 2010, for which all model representations grossly underestimate the SSY w.r.t. GeoTopSed (Figure 3-4), is not considered, the Fisher estimator between the GEOtopSed model and other model representations are all larger. The Fisher estimator for three MUSLE based model were all larger than 0.9 at annual scale. This implies that in Dripsey catchment, for most of the years the estimates of SSY obtained using simpler models based on MUSLE schemes can match the estimates from data and computationally intensive physics-based models. The RUSLE based model however did not show the similar responses, which implies the erosion estimation only based on rainfall may be very different with other type of models. The reasons for bias in the model performance in 2010, which received more than 112 mm rainfall within 10 days in January, is presented later in this section. At finer temporal scales (daily to seasonal), SSY estimates from MUSLE_G_TC model showed a power law relation with the SSY estimates from the GEOtopSed model. For other four model configurations, the Fisher estimator reduced significantly from annual to intra-annual scales (Table 3-5). The correlation between
GEOtopSed to other model representations is larger than 0.6 at seasonal and monthly scales also, as long as the year 2010 is excluded. At daily scale, the correlation for all model representations (except MUSLE_G_TC) is less than 0.26 with 2010 data and less than 0.3 without 2010 data (Figure 3-4). The results imply that: (a) models such as MUSLE_G_TC which has the same hydrological input as the GEOtopSed model can capture the SSY variations reasonably well at a wide range of temporal scales; (b) models with relatively simple hydrological representations such as based on SCS curve number method did not capture the temporal variation at daily event scale, but the model correlation improves as the time scale of comparison is coarser; and (c) model with MUSLE scheme is prone to underestimate the SSY responses to rainfall for large SSY events and overestimate for small SSY events with respect to GEOtopSed model even using the same hydrological inputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Pair</th>
<th>Annual</th>
<th>Seasonal</th>
<th>Monthly</th>
<th>Daily</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUSLE_SDR vs GEOtopSed</td>
<td>0.04(0.25)</td>
<td>0.15(0.16)</td>
<td>0.15(0.15)</td>
<td>0.13(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSLE_S_SDR vs GEOtopSed</td>
<td>0.64(0.93)</td>
<td>0.59(0.70)</td>
<td>0.57(0.65)</td>
<td>0.26(0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSLE_TC vs GEOtopSed</td>
<td>0.04(0.25)</td>
<td>0.15(0.16)</td>
<td>0.15(0.15)</td>
<td>0.13(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSLE_S_TC vs GEOtopSed</td>
<td>0.64(0.93)</td>
<td>0.58(0.70)</td>
<td>0.56(0.65)</td>
<td>0.26(0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSLE_G_TC vs GEOtopSed</td>
<td>0.67(0.93)</td>
<td>0.77(0.84)</td>
<td>0.74(0.81)</td>
<td>0.63(0.68)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-5 Fisher approximate unbiased estimator of SSY modeling at different temporal scales (values in parenthesis are Fisher estimator without data in 2010)
Between model configuration using RUSLE and MUSLE schemes, MUSLE based models such as MUSLE_S_SDR and MUSLE_S_TC have better correlations with GEOtopSed model than RUSLE based schemes. There was no obvious improvement in the correlation depending on if the SSY estimation used an explicit routing method such as MUSLE_S_TC or a SDR based method such as MUSLE_S_SDR. However, the correlation between MUSLE_G_TC model configuration and GEOtopSed is significantly better than other model configurations. The results suggest that choice of hydrologic model for generation of runoff volume and peak can significantly influence the model performance at daily scales and moderately at monthly and seasonal scales.
Figure 3-4 Scatter plot for SSY comparison with different model representations and temporal scales (from left to right: daily, monthly, seasonal, and yearly). Points with red color were points of case one in later discussion.

The different model structures used to calculate erosion and the differences in hydrological inputs/representations are two major reasons causing the disagreement in erosion responses from the selected model configurations. The discrepancies at monthly, seasonal, and annual scales are the sum of discrepancies at daily scale. The MUSLE-G-
TC model scheme used the hydrological statistics from GEOtop model, thus have almost the same driving forces for erosion calculation. The major disagreement between MUSLE-G-TC and GEOtopSed model are brought by the erosion calculation. Sediment generation and routing in GEOtopSed model are both related to transport capacity of the flow. Julien and Simons (1985) summarized different methods used to calculated sediment discharge based on transport capacity. The generated sediment discharge is usually a power law function of discharge. The index of the power varied from 0.5 to 2.42. With the wide range of derived index of power, the index of the power chosen to calculate transport capacity are different for GEOtopSed model and other model representations. Figure 3-5 showed the different erosion responses from the two model configurations to the same hydrological forces. The MUSLE-G-TC model generated more erosion than GEOtopSed model when the volume of daily discharge (Q) is less than 6 mm per unit area. When the flow volume increased beyond the threshold, GEOtopSed model generated more soil losses per unit discharge than MUSLE-G-TC model. The differences in the index can result in huge differences in soil erosion simulation if the volume of discharge is large, as shown in Figure 3-5.
Besides the different equations used to calculate erosion, for model configurations with MUSLE-SCS frame and RUSLE frame, another big difference is the driving force. The flow simulated by SCS curve number method addresses the antecedent soil moisture condition by changing initial abstraction. The initial abstraction is adjusted by 5-day cumulative rainfall based on the method proposed by Sahu et al. (2010). Even though the proposed method was used to address the antecedent soil moisture condition, the coefficient of variation (CV) for initial abstraction (0.03) is much smaller than the CV of soil moisture content (0.27) simulated by GEOtopSed. This implies the 5-day cumulative rainfall method can only provide limited adjustments on initial abstraction. The simplification of hydrological processes representation in curve number method resulted in large discrepancies in generated overland flow ($Q_s$) to the overland flow generated by GEOtopSed ($Q_G$) as shown in Figure 3-6a.

![Figure 3-5 The scatter plot of Q and E for two models (left) and zoom-in scatter plot (right)](image)

$$E = 0.1263 \times Q^{2.01}$$
$$R^2 = 0.85$$

$$E = 0.13 \times Q^{0.867}$$
$$R^2 = 0.91$$
Model configurations with RUSLE frame directly used precipitation as driving force. Some crucial hydrological processes, such as antecedent soil moisture condition, infiltration processes, and runoff generation were not accounted for in the erosion estimation. The rainfall erosivity used in RUSLE model has a poor correlation with overland flow predicted by GEOtopSed model (Figure 3-6b). RUSLE model uses 12.5mm as a threshold for erosive rainfall. The soil losses during small rainfall events were neglected. Figure 3-6b also showed zero rainfall erosivity for a range of overland flow generated by GEOtopSed model. Figure 3-6c showed a better correlation between the rainfall erosivity and the overland flow simulated with curve number method than Figure 3-6b. This indicates the similarities in erosion calculations between these two model configurations to the same rainfall.

Another feature of GEOtopSed model would result in differences in erosion simulation. GEOtopSed takes account for soil moisture impact on soil cohesion according to (Kemper and Rosenau, 1984):
\[ \zeta_s = (\frac{\theta}{\theta_s})^2 \zeta_{ss} \]  

where \( \zeta_s \), \( \zeta_{ss} \) are bare soil cohesion, saturated bare soil cohesion respectively, \( \theta \) and \( \theta_s \) are the soil moisture and saturated soil moisture contents.

Figure 3-7 Comparison simulations with and without soil moisture feedbacks on soil cohesion

Comparison GEOtopSed simulations were run with and without the soil moisture feedback on soil cohesion. Figure 3-7 shows the soil moisture feedback on soil cohesion can increase the event SSY by two folds, if soil moisture is low.

The differences between soil loss values from the selected MUSLE based model configurations and GEOtopSed model (ASSY) was caused by the joint influences of the differences in hydrological processes representations and the different erosion processes.
calculation. Among all the differences, varied equations used in erosion calculation, hydrological forces (overland flow simulation or erosivity calculation), and soil moisture dynamics are three major factors caused the disagreements between different model configurations. Figure 3-8 shows the scatter plots of daily $\Delta$SSY versus $Q_G$, color coded with normalized antecedent soil moisture $\hat{\theta}$ from GEOtopSed simulation, between model configurations and GEOtopSed. The points were surrounded by black circles in Figure 3-8a and Figure 3-8b if the curve number method underestimated the surface runoff with respect to GEOtopSed.

**Figure 3-8** Scatter plots of overland flow simulated by GEOtopSed versus the differences of SSY. The points were color coded with normalized watershed average antecedent soil moisture ($\hat{\theta}$). The points with black edges indicate underestimation of $Q$ by other model configurations w.r.t. GEOtopSed.

The differences between MUSLE-G-TC and GEOtopSed in Figure 3-8c were mainly caused by the different erosion calculation equations and the soil cohesion dynamics in GEOtopSed model. As $Q_G$ increases, the probability of underestimation of SSY by MUSLE-G-TC model with respect to GEOtopSed model increases. This trend is due to the different soil loss responses from model structures as shown in Figure 3-5.
The soil cohesion decreasing at low soil moisture condition in GEOtopSed model also increased the SSY differences. A few blue points at the lower right corner indicate the soil cohesion effect. Figure 3-8a and Figure 3-8b showed similar trends as Figure 3-8c, underestimation became dominant as \( Q_G \) increases. The variations of SSY differences for those four pairs are larger than Figure 3-8c, especially when \( Q_G \) are small. The increased variations were caused by different hydrological representations between models.

Figure 3-9 (a) Zoomed-in scatter plots of \( \Delta SSY \) versus \( Q_G \) for \( Q_G < 6 \). (b) the scatter plots of \( \Delta SSY \) versus \( \Delta Q \) when \( Q_G < 6 \) and \( \Delta Q < 0 \). All plots were color coded with normalized watershed average antecedent soil moisture (\( \hat{\theta} \)).

Figure 3-9a and Figure 3-9c are zoomed-in scatter plots of \( \Delta SSY \) versus \( Q_G \) for MUSLE-S-SDR and MUSLE-S-TC versus GEOtopSed when \( Q_G < 6 \)mm. When \( Q_G < 6 \)mm, the model configurations with MUSLE frames tend to overestimate SSY w.r.t. GEOtopSed if the hydrological driving forces were equivalent as shown in Figure 3-5. If the curve number method overestimate surface runoff w.r.t. GEOtopSed model, there’s large possibility that they also overestimate the SSY. As shown in Figure 3-9a, most of
the points without black edges are above X-axis. If the overland flow is underestimated by curve number method, the influences from differences in erosion calculation equations and hydrological driving forces were from two opposite directions. If ΔQ is small enough, then the underestimation of hydrological driving force will dominant and result in ΔSSY<0. Otherwise, if the bias in hydrological driving force is not large enough and cannot compensate the bias brought by erosion equation differences, MUSLE based model would overestimate the SSY w.r.t. GEOtopSed model. As shown in Figure 3-9b, if ΔQ<6 mm, underestimation of SSY is always observed.

Figure 3-10 (a) scatter plots of SSY by GEOtopSed and RUSLE-TC, color coded with precipitation, only average antecedent soil moisture (θ>0.95) were showed. (b) the scatter plot for ΔSSY and P, color coded with (P- QG). Circles with black edge represent P<12.5mm, pentagrams with pink edge were points showed in (a).

As P increases, the probabilities of RUSLE base models overestimate SSY increase. Figure 3-10a is the scatter plots of the SSY simulated by GEOtopSed model versus the SSY simulated by RUSLE_TC model, when θ >0.95. Near full saturate soil moisture condition implies the least impacts from the differences of hydrological driving
forces applied to the two models. The RUSLE-TC model overestimates SSY w.r.t. GEOtopSed when soil is very close to saturation if the rainfall is larger than the erosive rainfall threshold (12.5mm). This is mainly due to the differences in models. The RUSLE based model also ignores small rainfall showers below the threshold, which can cause erosion in GEOtopSed model. Thus it is observed from Figure 3-10b that RUSLE_TC model always under predicts SSY w.r.t. GEOtopSed when the differences between P and Q is smaller than 12.5 mm. Large difference between P and Q implies the differences of hydrological driving forces used for two models. Large positive values of differences between P and Q means high possibility that RUSLE based model over predicted the hydrological driving forces w.r.t GEOtopSed. The overestimations of hydrological driving forces combined with the model differences caused the overestimation in Figure 3-10b.

Here we selected two cases to highlight the role of hydrological processes representations on SSY simulations. Case one (2008-7-13 to 2008-8-7) was highlighted in red and case two (2010-1-10 to 2010-1-19) was identified with text in Figure 3-4.

Case one is an example of curve number method overestimate and underestimate overland flow w.r.t GEOtopSed model. Figure 3-11 showed the time series of rainfall, overland flow, soil moisture and the differences of SSY estimates of the selected period.
The quite huge different responses between runoff generated by curve number method based models and GEOtopSed to the same amount rainfall were showed in Figure 3-11a from DOY 211 to DOY 213. The main reason is that by simulating soil moisture dynamics, the storage of the watershed is predicted low before rainfall occurred at DOY 210 by GEOtopSed model. This prediction reduces the runoff volume and then reduces the SSY. The Q simulated by SCS curve number method at 2008/7/31 is 27.34 mm and only 7.59mm by GEOtopSed. The SCS curve number method lacks the flexibility to adjust initial abstraction based on the soil moisture variation. The initial
abstraction is adjusted by 5-day cumulative rainfall and the variation of coefficient is not as large as soil moisture dynamics from GEOtopSed. The simple adjustment cannot reflect fully the variation of runoff generation process to the soil moisture dynamics. Thus the curve number based models showed significant overestimation on the peaks of runoff at DOY 211 and DOY 213, which also caused overestimation in SSY estimation (Figure 3-11b).

The curve number method has instantaneous response to the rainfall. The surface runoff generated by curve number method disappears after precipitation stops. The GEOtopSed model, on the other hand, has a comprehensive representation on rainfall-runoff process. Antecedent soil moisture is simulated and is used to adjust the infiltration and runoff generation processes. The surface flow was routed based on kinematic wave approximation following the direction of elevation gradient. Thus, when the volume of surface flow is small, the surface runoff process could last longer than the rainfall events due to the slow flow rate. The erosion process could also be observed during the recession period while no rainfall was occurred during that time. This explains the underestimation of SSY in Figure 3-11. This example event reveals that the MUSLE model with curve number method could overestimate the soil loss due to overestimate the runoff peak caused by lack the ability to capture soil moisture dynamics. The curve number based erosion model also could ignores the erosion happens during the recession period due to the simplification of surface flow routing.
process. Rainfall erosivity based RUSLE model also lacks the ability to adjust the hydrological driving force based on soil moisture dynamics, neither can it capture the soil loss occurred during recessing period. Thus the SSY estimation from RUSLE based models has similar trend as MUSLE and curve number based models. It is also to be noted, if delay factors were added to the curve number method, such as SWAT (Arnold et al., 1998), the performance of model could be improved.

Case two is an example for the impact of soil moisture on erosion calculation by reducing soil cohesion. In the right most column of Figure 3-4, one point (year 2010) is largely underestimated by other model configurations. This is due to the GEOtopSed model generated much more SSY than other model representations in that year. The overestimation of SSY w.r.t. other models was largely due to overestimation occurred during the winter. Figure 3-12 shows the rainfall, GEOtopSed generated runoff, soil moisture SSY time series of year 2010.
The period DOY 10 to DOY 19 at the beginning of year 2010 had more than 112mm rainfall for ten days with maximum daily precipitation 49.4mm (6\textsuperscript{th} largest daily rainfall during the whole simulation period). The rainfall events between DOY 10 to DOY 20 generated 72.92\% SSY of year 2010 (simulated by GEOtopSed model). SSY portion for RUSLE\_TC, MUSLE\_S\_TC and MUSLE\_G\_TC are 11.55\%, 22.41\%, and 14.28\% respectively. The EI30 is 11.55\% of the annual EI30 for 2010. The antecedent soil moisture before precipitation is low (Figure 3-13c), thus the soil cohesion is small (Figure 3-13d), which increases soil erodibility when the raindrops impact and flow shear stress
acting on the land surface. Sensitivity analysis experiment on soil cohesion (Zi et al., 2016) showed for GEOtopSed model, if the soil cohesion is less than 15 KPa, the SSY is really sensitive to the soil cohesion value (Figure 3-13b). When the extreme rainfall occurred, the soil cohesion value is below 15KPa most of the time, thus exacerbate the soil loss generated by GEOtopSed model.

![Figure 3-13](image)

**Figure 3-13 (a) P,Q and SSY time series, (b) the sensitivity analysis on soil cohesion, (c) changes of the soil moisture during the selected period, (d) changes of the soil cohesion during the selected period**

Low antecedent soil moisture condition causes the first runoff peak smaller than the second one, even though the rainfall during the first peak is larger than the second one. However the reduced soil cohesion compensated the smaller peak flow rate and
resulted larger SSY than the second flow peak. The two selected cases showed the impacts of hydrological process representations on erosion simulation.

3.3.2 Spatial distribution

For spatial comparison of erosion and deposition areas, four out of six model representations from Table 3-3 were selected. Model representations with SDR based sediment routing were not considered for this analyses as they do not explicitly account for the spatial distribution of deposition within the watershed.
Figure 3-14 Spatial distribution of annual aggregated erosion, deposition area of different models. Grey color identifies the erosional area and red color shows the depositional area.
Figure 3-14 shows the spatial distribution for erosion and deposition from different model representations. The spatial distribution of RUSLE_TC and MUSLE_S_TC almost remains the same across different years. Because the spatial variation of erosion was mainly captured by LS factor in the calculation for RUSLE model. RUSLE model is designed to estimate the steady state of soil loss for a region and is not suitable for capturing the inter-annual variations on spatial distribution of erosion and deposition areas if the assumption of identical precipitation distribution between different years is assumed. The MUSLE model representation has a simplified runoff generation process (e.g. SCS), and it cannot show inter-annual variations of spatial distributions. For MUSLE_G_TC and GEOtopSed, we show spatial distribution maps for both dry (2011) and wet (2002) years. In general, all models showed similar spatial pattern of soil erosion and deposition. MUSLE_S_TC model had least deposition area and the results from GEOtopSed had the largest area of deposition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Wet year</th>
<th>Dry year</th>
<th>Wet Day</th>
<th>Dry Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erosional area(%)</td>
<td>Depositional area(%)</td>
<td>Erosional area(%)</td>
<td>Depositional area(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSLE_TC</td>
<td>91.47</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>91.47</td>
<td>8.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSLE_S_TC</td>
<td>97.25</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>97.25</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSLE_G_TC</td>
<td>90.91</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>92.81</td>
<td>7.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3-6 shows the erosional and depositional area portion for different model representations. All representations had more than 80% erosion area within the watershed at annual scale. The larger change in the erosion and deposition area between wet and dry year in GEOtopSed model simulation indicates that it is more sensitive to inter-annual variability than MUSLE based model. The depositional area increases for GEOtop model. The erosional area increases for MUSLE_G_TC model when the climate condition is getting dryer which is counter-intuitive and implies simple model representations may not correctly redistribute soil sediment during erosion event. For shorter temporal scale (daily scale), GEOtopSed model showed the most sensitive to the changes of antecedent soil moisture condition, while other models were not as sensitive as GEOtopSed model.

The simulation results of locations of erosion and deposition within the watershed were compared to each other, using GEOtopSed as a reference. Year 2002 (wettest year during the simulation period) and 2011 (the second driest year during the simulation period) were selected to evaluate differences during both dry and wet years. 2010 is the driest year during the simulation period, but the SSY results from other models on that year have large bias with GEOtopSed which was discussed in previous section. Figure 3-15 and Table 3-7 show the agreements and disagreements between
different models. The percentage in Table 3-7 is based on the erosional area and depositional area of GEOtopSed model. All model representations have very good agreement on erosion area. Larger than 91% erosional area from GEOtopSed model were also predicted as erosional area in other model representations. However, the depositional area has poor agreement. More than 51% depositional area from GEOtopSed model was predicted as erosional area by other models. The MUSLE_G_TC has the most depositional area predicted as erosional area (87.7%) at year 2011 and The MUSLE_S_TC model has the least of 51.5%. MULSE_G_TC has the lowest erosional area agreement at year 2002 (91.6%) and the MUSLE_S_TC has the highest at year 2011 (98.4%). Red color in Figure 3-15 identified the disagreement between different models.

The Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (Cohen, 1960) is used to check the agreement in spatial distributions of erosion and deposition between models. Kappa coefficient equals to one indicates a complete agreement between two parties. If the Kappa value is smaller than zero, it implies the agreement between two parties is less than the agreement by chance.

The negative values in Table 3-7 reveal that none of the model representations has a good agreement in spatial distribution of erosion and deposition, maybe due to the large discrepancies in the deposition locations.
Table 3-7 Agreement and disagreement percentage and Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (Cohen, 1960) between different models. R is short for RUSLE_TC, M is short for MUSLE_S_TC and MUSLE_G_TC, G is short for GEOtopSed, “+” stands for erosion, “-” stands for deposition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RULSE_TC vs GEOtopSed 2002</td>
<td>94.57</td>
<td>45.37</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>54.63</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RULSE_TC vs GEOtopSed 2011</td>
<td>93.41</td>
<td>31.83</td>
<td>6.59</td>
<td>68.17</td>
<td>-1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULSE_S_TC vs GEOtopSed 2002</td>
<td>98.35</td>
<td>48.53</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>51.47</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULSE_S_TC vs GEOtopSed 2011</td>
<td>97.77</td>
<td>28.68</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>71.32</td>
<td>-1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULSE_G_TC vs GEOtopSed 2002</td>
<td>91.60</td>
<td>20.71</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>79.29</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULSE_G_TC vs GEOtopSed 2011</td>
<td>91.96</td>
<td>12.28</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>87.72</td>
<td>-1.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3-15 Comparison of erosion/deposition locations between different models.

Next we explore the topographic characteristics of locations that are identified as erosion or deposition by both GeoTopSed and the models under consideration. Table 3-8 to
Table 3-10 shows the statistics of agreement and disagreement area between different models. Some general trends were found across different model representations. For locations with small drainage areas (~1ha), all models predict these places have soil losses due to water erosion, while for locations that all models predicted as deposition zone, the drainage area is relatively large (~4 ha). The disagreement locations between varied model representations have moderate drainage area, soil moisture and LS factor. These findings implied that different models have good agreement for either headwater area or locations have large drainage area. The headwater area has relatively simple hydrological responses; none or few tributaries, thus the transport path of flow and suspended sediment are simple. Models with simplified hydrological representations can be used to compare with physically based representations. At locations with large drainage area, the hydrological states reflect the characteristics of watershed or subwatershed. Simple hydrological representations which are designed to capture the average hydrological states can be used to substitute more complex model representations. At the area in between, the hydrological processes can be influential to erosion simulation, which more detailed hydrological representations are needed. The trends among different models are similar. This implies the transport capacity is a crucial part in simulations for spatial distribution of erosion and deposition. For a transport limited case, since all three simplified models (RUSLE_TC, MUSLE_S_TC, MUSLE_G_TC) applied similar transport capacity
calculation (equation (3.10) and (3.11)), thus the simulated spatial patterns of erosion and deposition are similar (Figure 3-14). The differences in statistic values were related to the differences in transport capacity values and predicted soil losses from different methods. Figure 3-16 clearly showed that the modes and distributions of agreed erosional and depositional area are different. The agreed erosional area were concentrated at area with smaller drainage area while the depositional area have a wider range and larger drainage area in general.

Table 3-8 Statistics of agreement and disagreement area between RUSLE_TC and GEotopSed (dry year)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUSLE_TC vs GEotopSed</th>
<th>$\bar{S}$</th>
<th>$\bar{DA}$</th>
<th>$\bar{DA} \cdot \bar{S}$</th>
<th>$\bar{LS}$</th>
<th>$\bar{\theta}$</th>
<th>$CV(\bar{\theta})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R(+),G(+)</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R(-),G(-)</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>9.43</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R(+),G(-)</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R(-),G(+)</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>8.58</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-9 Statistics of agreement and disagreement area between MUSLE_S_TC and GEotopSed (wet year)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MUSLE_S_TC vs GEotopSed</th>
<th>$\bar{S}$</th>
<th>$\bar{DA}$</th>
<th>$\bar{DA} \cdot \bar{S}$</th>
<th>$\bar{LS}$</th>
<th>$\bar{\theta}$</th>
<th>$CV(\bar{\theta})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS(+),G(+)</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(-),G(-)</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(+),G(-)</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(-),G(+)</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3-10 Statistics of agreement and disagreement area between MUSLE_G_TC and GEOtopSed (dry year in parenthesis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MUSLE_G_TC vs GEOtopSed</th>
<th>$\tilde{S}$</th>
<th>$\overline{DA}$</th>
<th>$\overline{DA} \ast \tilde{S}$</th>
<th>$\overline{LS}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\theta}$</th>
<th>$CV(\tilde{\theta})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MG(+),G(+)</td>
<td>2.86(2.87)</td>
<td>1.07(1.06)</td>
<td>3.04(3.02)</td>
<td>0.13(0.13)</td>
<td>0.36(0.26)</td>
<td>0.25(0.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG(-),G(-)</td>
<td>2.63(2.1)</td>
<td>4.51(4.92)</td>
<td>9.63(9.77)</td>
<td>0.26(0.26)</td>
<td>0.4(0.32)</td>
<td>0.18(0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG(+),G(-)</td>
<td>2.97(3.11)</td>
<td>3.21(2.56)</td>
<td>8.385(7.28)</td>
<td>0.27(0.24)</td>
<td>0.41(0.31)</td>
<td>0.16(0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG(-),G(+)</td>
<td>2.94(2.48)</td>
<td>2.99(3.63)</td>
<td>7.61(8.53)</td>
<td>0.25(0.26)</td>
<td>0.38(0.3)</td>
<td>0.22(0.46)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3-16 PDFs of drainage area (DA) for agreed erosional and depositional area of different model pairs.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we compared erosion/sediment transport model with different representations, from simple to complex. Two key aspects were focused on, the SSY at outlet of watershed and the spatial distribution of erosion and deposition. By applying models at a watershed located at maritime climate region, we found that the models with simplified hydrological representations can still have similar performance on SSY simulation at annual scale with the complicate model, but show fair amount of
discrepancies at shorter temporal scales. Model with hydrological input from complicates hydrological model, even though has simplified sediment generate and transport processes, still can have similar performances on SSY with complicated erosion model across all selected temporal scales. We compared the spatial distribution of erosion and deposition between different models. The agreement percentages for erosion area are above 90%. The location of depositional area varied among model representations. The model representations have good agreement at locations with small or large drainage area. The disagreement occurs at locations with moderate drainage area, LS factor and average soil moisture. This finding implies that simple erosion model representations could be substitutions for complicated representations on long-term (longer than annual scale) at headwater region and foot of hills.
4 The role of hydrologic feedback to the suspended sediment yield responses to different precipitation regimes: Implications on the evaluation of climate change impacts on erosion

This chapter is a modified version of the manuscript currently in preparation:

Tan Zi, Mukesh Kumar, John Albertson, The role of hydrologic feedback to the suspended sediment yield responses to different precipitation regimes: Implications on the evaluation of climate change impacts on erosion.

4.1 Introduction

Storms are the major mechanism that responsible for soil water erosion. Rainfall intensity is closely related to the soil water erosion process. High intensity rainfall can detach more soil particles because the raindrops have larger kinetic energy (van Dijk et al., 2002). More extreme rainfall can also lead to more infiltration excess runoff, thus causing more entraining soil particles from soil surface into the flow and keeping them in transport (Holden and Burt, 2002). The future climate projections show the amplification of the hydrological cycle, which will lead to a worldwide increase in heavy rainfall events and longer intervals between events (Ippc, 2014). The rainfall intensity was found to increase in all over US too (Palecki et al., 2005). The increasing rainfall variability has both positive and negative impacts on terrestrial ecosystem (Knapp et al., 2008). Increase of the duration and severity of soil water stress are expected as intervals between rainfall events increase (Porporato et al., 2004). These researches implies
nonlinear responses of precipitation controlled soil erosion, given the nonlinearity feedbacks of some erosion related hydrologic factors such as runoff, soil moisture.

A number of researches evaluate the impact of climate change on soil water erosion potential based on the projected change of rainfall erosivity (Nearing, 2001; Sun et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2003; Hammad et al., 2006; Capolongo et al., 2008; Diodato and Bellocci, 2009). Rainfall erosivity is a factor predicting the soil erosion risk with rainfall kinetic energy and peak rainfall intensity (Wischmeier and Smith, 1960). As a simple indicator, rainfall erosivity can be easily applied to different regions and climate scenarios. However, due to its simplicity, the impact of precipitation changes on erosion may not exclusively reflected by erosivity.

The ways that climate changes affecting soil erosion are quite complicated. Changes in vegetation cover, plant root and residues, soil chemical and physical properties, hydrologic factors such as evapotranspiration and soil moisture changes, surface roughness factors, and others can all affect the soil erosion responses to climate changes. Several modeling studies tried to predict soil erosion responses by considering as many factors as the models can account for (Williams et al., 1996; Favis-Mortlock and Guerra, 1999; Pruski and Nearing, 2002; Pruski and Nearing, 2002; Nearing et al., 2005; O’Neal et al., 2005). Two major uncertainties were to be noted for these researches: 1) the uncertainties in parameters and forcing; 2) the uncertainties in the interactions among
parameters. With those uncertainties, the prediction results could still be “right answer with wrong reasons”.

In this study, we limited the influencing factors to the hydrologic feedbacks. The unit plot assumption was applied to remove other factors such as vegetation cover and land uses. A physically based erosion model with a comprehensive hydrological process description was utilized to do the erosion simulation. More aspects of rainfall impacts on hydrological processes and erosion generation process, directly and indirectly, can be evaluated from the model. The model simulations results were then used to compare with the erosion prediction based on erosivity method. By comparing the two types of results, we are trying to address following questions: 1) For different precipitation regimes, do the models show different responses on the changes of hydrological forces to erosion? 2) What is the role of hydrologic feedback to the SSY responses to different precipitation regimes in varied hydroclimatic settings? 3) What is the implication on climate change impact evaluation on soil erosion?

4.2 Data and Methodology

4.2.1 Physically based erosion model

In this study, an open-source sediment erosion/deposition model, GEOtopSed (Rigon et al., 2006; Endrizzi et al., 2014; Zi et al., 2016), was selected as the representative physically based erosion model. This model has a comprehensive description for
hydrological processes, such as evapotranspiration, infiltration, surface and subsurface flow, etc. This model was evaluated at both plot and catchment scale. Both short term (sub-event) simulations and long term simulations (multiple years) have been conducted using this model. The GEOtopSed model uses a state-of-the-art representation of coupled surface-subsurface hydrologic processes. The comprehensive land-surface energy and water interaction scheme and detailed description of hydrologic processes within the GEOtop model can simulate both fast and slow responses in energy and water dynamics, which ensures the coupled erosion model, can be applied across a wide range of temporal scales.

4.2.2 Experiment design

Suspended sediment yield (SSY) from the unit plot were estimated using the aforementioned two methods. In this study, seven different locations were selected to represent different climate regions. For each region, nine different rainfall scenarios were generated for the two methods. The frequencies of extreme precipitation from nine scenarios increase monotonically. 50-year ensemble simulation results were used to represent results for each scenario.

The multi-year average annual soil loss from the unit plot using rainfall erosivity method is a reference for soil erosion estimation. This concept was used to determine how the conditions of actual plots related to the unit plot by multiplying other limiting factors. To compare two methods, the Unit Plot concept was applied to the physically
based erosion model. A unit plot was created with the dimension of 22m*2m*5m with a 9% slope. The spatial resolution for each cell is 1m*1m. The soil parameters were assigned for silt loam taking the SSURGO database as a reference (http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/). No vegetation was set for the GEOtopSed model. The GEOtopSed model was set to run all scenarios at all stations each for 55 years at daily time step. The first five years were treated as a spin-up time for the model.

### 4.2.3 Experiment sites for different climate regions

Karl and Koss (1984) proposed nine climate regions for continental US. The Northern Rockies and Plains region and the Upper Midwest region were excluded due to the snowy winter. For the other seven climate regions, seven weather stations from Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN) were selected as the reference stations. The climate data from these stations were downloaded from National Climate Data Center (NCDC, http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/). All of the selected weather stations have daily weather records longer than 125 years and missing data were all less than 3% for the whole observation durations. Linear interpolation method was used to fill gaps of missing temperature and relative humidity records. The missing precipitation records were filled with zero.
Figure 4-1 Selected weather stations in this study. The bars are monthly rainfall for each station and the blue line is the monthly average temperature. Different colors for states identifies different climate regions proposed by National Climate Data Center (Karl and Koss, 1984).

Figure 4-1 and Table 4-1 show the location and climate conditions for the seven selected weather stations. The mean annual precipitation (MAP) records of the seven stations were from 178.85mm to 1584.1mm. To exclude the impact of snow, all the selected sites have no more than 8% snow day ratio. Figure 4-1 also shows the seasonality of precipitation for different locations.
Table 4-1 Information of selected weather stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weather Station</th>
<th>Köppen Climate Classification</th>
<th>ELEV (m)</th>
<th>LAT</th>
<th>LON</th>
<th>MAP (mm)</th>
<th>Snow day ratio (%)</th>
<th>ATM AX (degC)</th>
<th>ATMI N (deg C)</th>
<th>Miss data ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City, NJ (AC)</td>
<td>Warm Continental</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>74.416</td>
<td>1029.3</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahlonega, GA (DA)</td>
<td>Warm Oceanic</td>
<td>475.2</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-83.983</td>
<td>1584.1</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Duchesne, UT (FD)</td>
<td>Warm Semi-arid</td>
<td>1521</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>-109.85</td>
<td>178.85</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>-1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Vernon, IN (MV)</td>
<td>Warm Continental</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-87.9</td>
<td>1105.95</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>19.86</td>
<td>7.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine Bluff, AR (PB)</td>
<td>Warm Oceanic</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>-92</td>
<td>1303.05</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver, WA (VA)</td>
<td>Temperate Mediterranean</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-122.65</td>
<td>992.8</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>16.74</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnemucca, NV (WI)</td>
<td>Warm Semi-arid</td>
<td>1324.1</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>-117.71</td>
<td>208.05</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.4 Weather generation

Nine precipitation scenarios were simulated using a combination of the first order Markov Chain model and variant Gamma distributions. The first order Markov Chain method was used to simulate the occurrence of rainfall events. Two conditional probabilities were calculated for each month of each station:
\[ p_{01} = \Pr\{ \text{precipitation on day } t \mid \text{no precipitation on day } t - 1 \} \quad (4.1) \]

and

\[ p_{11} = \Pr\{ \text{precipitation on day } t \mid \text{precipitation on day } t - 1 \} \quad (4.2) \]

where \( p_{01} \) is the probability of rainfall events on day \( t \) if no rainfall occurred on day \( t-1 \) and \( p_{11} \) is the probability of rainfall events on day \( t \) if rainfall occurred on day \( t-1 \). For each simulation day, a random number \( u \) is drawn using a uniform distribution from the interval \([0, 1]\). Based on the status of the previous simulated day, the judgment would be made whether the value of \( u \) is larger or smaller than \( p_{01} \) (\( p_{11} \)). The day is simulated to be wet if \( u \leq p_{01} \), otherwise, the day is simulated to be dry. According to the current status of simulated day, the occurrence of precipitation for the next simulation day would be assigned.

The nine scenarios were then obtained by changing the coefficients (\( \beta_i \) and \( \alpha_i \)) of the gamma distribution for precipitation event amounts to \( N^{*} \beta_i \) and \( \alpha_i / N \), respectively. This ensured that the simulated precipitation events for scenarios with different \( N \) had the same mean (\( \alpha_i \beta_i \)) but different variance (\( N\alpha_i \beta_i^2 \)). Here \( N \) (\( N = 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, \) and \( 14 \)) is a scaling factor that was used to adjust the intra-seasonal variability of precipitation events to generate nine scenarios. Each scenario entailed 55 random realizations of a precipitation series and they were used to assess the average and variance changes in soil losses due to water erosion. The frequencies of extreme
precipitation from Scenario 1 to 9 were 3.3%, 5.0%, 6.7%, 8.3%, 9.6%, 10.2%, 10.6%, 10.9%, and 11.0%, respectively. Here, extreme precipitation was defined as a daily amount larger than the 95th percentile in the base scenario (Scenario 2). In relation to the base frequency (Scenario 2), the frequency of extreme precipitation ranged from -35% (Scenario 1) to 120% (Scenario 9), generally within the range of change in reported extreme precipitation for the US (Madsen and Figdor, 2007).

With the first order Markov Chain method, the general precipitation seasonality at different locations was captured by the base scenario (Figure 4-2). The gamma distribution also fits well with the observed precipitation distribution.

![Figure 4-2](a) Observed and simulated monthly precipitation (base scenario) for three different weather stations, (b) Observed and simulated precipitation probability density functions for three different weather stations
The annual temporal dynamics of the generated temperature is identical for different years at each station. So does the generated relative humidity time series. The relative humidity was changed to the maximum relative humidity record from observed records if rainfall occurred at the same day. The general trend of generated temperature and relative humidity for each year were derived from the best-fit functions of long term observed values (Figure 4-3).

Figure 4-3 Fitted and observed temperature and relative humidity time series for four stations
4.3 Results

The responses of different sites to the changes of rainfall extremes are very different between the two methods (Figure 4-4). The changes of magnitude of soil loss simulated by GEOtopSed are much smaller than the changes of rainfall erosivity. The rainfall erosivity method predicts the monotonic increasing of soil loss rate for different climate regions as the rainfall becomes more extreme (only two exceptions for all the cases), while the trends simulated by GEOtopSed are more complex. It is noted that for different location, the soil loss varied from 3.43 ton ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\) to 13.57 ton ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\) for GEOtopSed simulation, and from 3.42 ton ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\) to 47.56 ton ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\) for rainfall erosivity method. The big difference in the range of soil loss predicted by rainfall erosivity method and GEOtopSed method indicates the hydrological responses of soil erosion as the rainfall become more extreme can greatly impact erosion simulation. Three different trends were shown in the results of GEOtopSed model. The soil loss at Winnemucca (WI) and Fort Duchesne (FD) sites showed both increasing and decreasing trends as the rainfall is more extreme. The soil loss at Pine Bluff (PB) did not show obvious increasing (~4%) trend as the rainfall became more extreme. Soil loss at other four selected sites showed increasing trends given the changes of extreme precipitation regimes. The magnitudes of increasing are smaller than rainfall erosivity method.
Figure 4-4 Absolute soil loss (left) and relative change of soil losses (right) based on Scenario 2 (a,c Erosivity method, b,d GEOtopSed) for different sites and different scenarios.

Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 showed the mean annual soil loss for each station and each scenario and their coefficient of variation. The mean annual soil losses estimated with rainfall erosivity method are 1.95-4.3 folds of the soil losses estimated with GEOtopSed model for the most extreme scenario (scenario 9) for different locations. In general, the soil losses predicted by rainfall erosivity method are more than the
estimation of GEOtopSed model, the differences between two methods increase as the rainfall getting more extreme. The CV of mean annual soil losses estimated by erosivity method increase as the rainfall events became more extreme. This trend identified soil erosion values have larger variation year to year in future according erosivity method. Similar to the mean annual soil losses results, the CV of annual soil losses from GEOtopSed model also showed complex trends. The CV of annual soil losses predicted by GEOtopSed model can increase or decrease as the change of rainfall regimes. This implies the increase of rainfall variation does not cause increase of variation in soil loss predicted by GEOtopSed model.

Table 4-2 Mean soil loss (ton ha-1 yr-1) of unit plot for different scenarios with different methods(G: GEOtopSed, E: rainfall erosivity)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Soil Loss</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City,NJ</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahlonega,GA</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>9.31</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Duchesne,UT</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>8.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Vernon,IN</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>8.56</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>8.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City, NJ</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahlonega, GA</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Duchesne, UT</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Vernon, IN</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine Bluff, AR</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver, WA</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnemucca, NV</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-3 Coefficient of variation (CV) of soil loss of unit plot for different scenarios with different methods (G: GEOtopSed, E: rainfall erosivity)
4.4 Discussion

The probability density functions (PDF) were shown in Figure 4-5 for scenario 1 and scenario 9 at three sites from dry area to humid area. The vertical gray dash lines identified the 12.5mm threshold. The threshold for erosive rainfall (12.5mm) applied by the rainfall erosivity method is relatively high as most of the rainfall showers for the three selected sites were under the threshold even for the most extreme rainfall scenario. As the rainfall regimes changing from the least extreme to the most extreme, the shapes of rainfall PDFs revealed that more intensive extreme rainfall showers and less small or moderate rainfall showers were expected. The thresholds for extreme rainfall and small/moderate rainfall varied site by site and scenario by scenario.

Unlike rainfall erosivity method, GEOtopSed model does not only rely on the rainfall changes to predict erosion changes. Both raindrop impact and shear stress from overland flow are considered as driving forces of soil erosion. More comprehensive hydrological processes were included in the GEOtopSed model, such as infiltration excess flow, saturation excess flow, surface flow etc, to facilitate erosion simulation.
GEOtopSed model solves 3D-Richards equation every time step and updates the soil moisture for the whole soil profile.

Figure 4-6 Probability densities of the first layer soil moisture for three locations

Figure 4-6 shows the probability densities for the first layer soil moisture simulated by GEOtopSed model. For dry climate region, the more extreme scenario results a larger portion of dry soil condition (soil moisture between 0.05 and 0.15). While for humid area, the more extreme scenario results in a smaller probability of soil saturate condition (soil moisture ~0.45). The probability of soil moisture between 0.27 and 0.43 increased a little for humid area when the rainfall is more extreme. The climate region with moderate rainfall showed the similar pattern of the soil moisture change as the rainfall changes. The runoff generation process is based on the soil moisture simulation. Thus the influences of more intensive extreme rainfall showers and less small or moderate rainfall showers on soil moisture, then on runoff and erosion can be accounted for in GEOtopSed model. The drier soil moisture condition had a tradeoff effect that reduces erosion days due to larger soil moisture deficit to generate runoff. The changes of total runoff volumes thus are smaller than the changes of rainfall erosivity because
some small rainfall events would not generate any runoff in more extreme rainfall setting. Thus less erosion days were predicted by GEOtopSed model. This eventually resulted in less magnitude of changes in erosion than rainfall erosivity method as rainfall became more extreme.

Table 4-4 showed that as the rainfall became more extreme, the soil moisture conditions became drier in average for the selected climate regions. For all selected regions, the erosion events decreased when the rainfall became more extreme. The volumes of runoff generated in more extreme rainfall setting are larger but the relative changes are not comparable to the relative changes of rainfall erosivities. Only models with comprehensive hydrological processes representations like GEOtopSed can account for these changes brought by changes of rainfall regimes.

<p>| Table 4-4 Changes of average annual runoff, average soil moisture and erosion days per year between two scenarios |
| --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
| Scenario 1 | Scenario 9 |
| θ Erosion days per year | Q (m³/yr) | θ Erosion days per year | Q (m³/yr) |
| Atlantic City, NJ | 0.37 | 118 | 17.35 | 0.36 | 85 | 18.96 |
| Dahlonega, GA | 0.36 | 129 | 25.58 | 0.37 | 102 | 29.52 |
| Fort Duchesne, UT | 0.29 | 26 | 2.65 | 0.23 | 12 | 2.81 |
| Mount Vernon, IN | 0.38 | 120 | 22.99 | 0.39 | 100 | 24.85 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Precipitation (P)</th>
<th>Soil Moisture Adjustment (θd)</th>
<th>Erosivity (P-θd)</th>
<th>Adjusted Erosivity (P-θd)</th>
<th>Hydrological Driving Force (P-θd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pine Bluff, AR</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>29.15</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver, WA</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>25.47</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnemucca, NV</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above discussion showed that the soil layer acted as a buffer to adjust the hydrological driving forces. As shown in Figure 4-7, the heavy tail of precipitation PDF curve were filtered out by soil moisture adjustment. The PDF curve of P-θd did not have a heavy tail above zero, which indicates that with the adjustment of soil, the impacts from extreme rainfall events reduced. The alternative hydrological driving force P-θd is relevant to both the rainfall characteristics and the soil moisture dynamics. The impacts of the hydrological processes on erosion are highly correlated to the local climate and soil conditions. Erosion estimation methods only considering the rainfall changes (eg. Erosivity method) cannot capture the impact of soil adjustment, thus are not suitable for areas where soil have strong adjustment capabilities.

![Figure 4-7](image)

**Figure 4-7** The buffer effect of soil on hydrological driving force
4.5 Conclusion

In this study, we showed the role of hydrologic processes on erosion response to extreme precipitation regimes in varied hydroclimatic settings with the simulation results using a physically based erosion model, GEOtopSed. The responses of erosion to different extreme precipitation regimes varied with hydroclimatic settings. Nine different extreme precipitation regimes were generated in seven selected climate regions of US according to the local climate characteristics. 50 years ensemble simulations were conducted for each of the rainfall regimes using the physically based GEOtopSed model on a unit plot setting. With a more comprehensive description of hydrological processes, the GEOtopSed model showed different predictions in erosion responses to the change of extreme rainfall regimes from the predictions made only by the changes of rainfall erosivities. The physically based GEOtopSed model successfully captured the impact of changes of the soil moisture on erosion while the rainfall erosivity method was only considering the energy change of the rainfall. The simulated erosion by GEOtopSed accounts for the soil moisture feedbacks, thus is not as large as the erosion predicted by rainfall erosivity method in general. The differences in erosion responses at areas with varied hydroclimatic conditions implied that the simple rainfall erosivity method may not be suitable for climate change impact analysis on erosion at areas where the hydrologic processes may have large influences on the processes of erosion generation. In general, we highlighted the impacts of hydrological processes on soil erosion
simulation. Methods such as erosivity were not able to capture the feedbacks from soil adjustments.

This study is based on the unit plot assumption from the USLE family model. The results represent the situation that erosion can be easily generated. No vegetation cover was considered. The results were at a plot-scale and the complexity of pathways in a watershed was not considered. For a comprehensive climate change impact analysis, more factors need to be accounted for along with the hydrologic feedbacks, such as temperature change, land use and land cover change, soil types, morphology, and etc.
5 Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation, we created a physically based model with comprehensive hydrological representations and tested it at both plot and watershed scales. Then we compared the newly developed erosion model with other erosion models with varied hydrological representations at different temporal scales. The spatial distributions of erosion and deposition were also compared among models. After we show the differences in simulation results from models with different levels of details for hydrological feedbacks, a multi-year ensemble simulation experiment with different extreme rainfall patterns was designed to show the potential impacts of different hydrological representations on applications of models.

In Chapter 2, we developed an open-source sediment erosion/deposition module for a 3D surface-subsurface hydrologic model, GEOTop, and evaluated its applicability at both plot and catchment scale. The model uses a physically-based representation of coupled surface-subsurface hydrologic processes and a comprehensive land-surface energy and water interaction scheme to simulate hydrologic response and consequent sediment dynamics. With the comprehensive representation of hydrological processes and land surface characteristics, the newly developed model showed reasonable timing and magnitude of stream flow and suspended sediment yield (SSY) from the plot scale to catchment scale. The biases in suspended sediment yield simulation were similar to
the biases in streamflow simulation. Daily precipitation magnitude can only explain limited observed SSY variation. Further examination of simulation results revealed that SSY per unit event magnitude varied proportionally with the prevailing soil moisture. All these findings indicate that the accuracy of flow simulations and spatial distribution of soil moisture critically influence the estimation accuracy of SSY. The modeling results also showed that the source (erosion) and sink (deposition) areas in a catchment were heterogeneous and dynamic, and could change from one event to the next, and the extent of source/sink areas were found to be influenced by prevailing moisture conditions, which in turn determined the quantity of runoff generation. Model results also suggest that long-term erosion rate from a location was not a simple function of slope-length. The spatio-temporal dynamics of erosion are shown to be influenced by hydrological processes such as evapo-transpiration, capillary rise and lateral groundwater flow and etc. The spatially-explicit simulations of coupled hydrologic processes for estimation of erosion/deposition distribution and sediment generation are crucial.

In Chapter 3, we compared erosion/sediment transport model with different hydrological processes representations, from simple to complex. The models with simple representations can have similar performances as models with comprehensive representations on SSY simulation for annual scale, yet varied a lot at short temporal scales. Model with hydrological input from complicate hydrological model, even though
has simplified sediment generate and transport processes, still can have similar performances on SSY with complicated erosion model across all selected temporal scales. This highlights the importance of hydrological processes in erosion and sediment transport simulations. The spatial distribution of erosion and deposition between different models were also compared. The results have good agreement for erosional area, but not for depositional area. For locations with small or large drainage area, different models have good agreement. Locations with moderate drainage area, LS factor and average soil moisture showed the largest discrepancies. The comparison of erosion on both temporal and spatial scales among different models clearly showed the limitations of models with simplified hydrological processes.

In Chapter 4, we showed the role of hydrologic processes on SSY responses to different hydroclimatic settings. Different predictions in SSY responses to the change of extreme rainfall regimes were showed between the modeling results and the results without soil moisture adjustment. The GEOtopSed model can capture the changes of the soil moisture as well as its impact on erosion simulation while the rainfall patterns changed. The differences in SSY responses at areas with varied hydroclimatic condition implied the importance of the hydrologic processes on erosion simulation. Without enough details about the hydrological processes in erosion model may result in quite different conclusions in climate change impact applications.
This work highlighted the differences in erosion simulation caused by varied hydrological process representations in models. Models with comprehensive hydrological process representations were able to capture both temporal and spatial variations of soil erosion due to hydrological processes, while other models with simplified representations cannot. The good agreement in SSY for long term simulation (annual scale) between models does not mean the simplified models have the good results by “right” simulation. The cancellation between positive and negative bias at shorter temporal scales results in a “better” performance at longer temporal scales for simplified models. Inter-comparison of models showed the more comprehensive hydrological process representations the model has, the larger capability of the model to capture the impacts from hydrological process on erosion simulations. Models with simplified hydrological process representations were not able to capture the hydrological feedbacks on erosion from soil adjustment in long term simulation applications, such as climate change application.

5.2 Suggestions for Future Work

Further confidence in the modeled estimates could be built by obtaining field estimates of states (e.g. ground water, residence time etc.) and related parameters (e.g. rill width, soil cohesion etc.), and by implementing the model in varied settings. The presented model version does not account for bank-erosion processes, which limits its applicability to watersheds with small bank erosion w.r.t. total hillslope losses. For using
the model as a predictive tool, vegetation dynamics in response to changes in meteorological forcings and hydrologic states need to be accounted for. Another important future direction is on the soil science itself. For a physically based soil erosion model, the mechanics of erosion process are dependent on a few soil parameters such as soil particle size, soil cohesion, and etc. For long term application, those soil parameters would not be constant. The erosion process would change soil texture, soil cohesion, and other soil parameters. Those processes should be considered in future erosion models. The chemical erosion was not considered in this work, which also can play an important role in erosion process at certain circumstances. In spite of aforementioned limitations, the open-source integrated modeling framework presented here offers the potential for its use both as an evaluation and retrospective-prediction tool, and as a virtual laboratory for understanding the role of hydrologic states and parameters on sediment dynamics.
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